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AN eVeR-eVOLVING  
APPROACH
in 2005, desjardins Group adopted a sustainable development policy based on the principles of social responsibility. 
this policy has received increasing support from the caisses and other components, who have in turn made it part 
of their cooperative difference. always attentive to its members and clients, and to the communities in which 
it operates, desjardins Group is motivated more than ever by the desire to develop its internal practices and its 
products and services accordingly.

For the second consecutive year, desjardins Group is using Global Reporting initiative (GRi) performance indicators 
to report on its results in terms of social responsibility. these indicators are to social responsibility what generally 
accepted accounting principles (Gaap) are to financial disclosure: a guarantee of transparency and consistency 
in monitoring results. because of its concern for presenting accessible and thorough information, desjardins has 
chosen to present its results using a unique tool—this Report—which is based on the GRi and the cooperative 
principles that guide desjardins Group’s actions. Readers are invited to send comments and suggestions through 
a brief online survey at www.desjardins.com/socialresponsibilityreport. 

desjardins Group has decided that, from now on, it will publish its complete results online in the fall during 
cooperation week. however, a summary of its social and cooperative impact was already published in 
the 2008 annual Report released last spring and available on desjardins.com.

HeAD OFFICe

Fédération des caisses desjardins du québec 
100, rue des commandeurs 
lévis (québec)  G6V 7n5 
canada 
telephone: 418-835-8444 
1-800-835-8444 
Fax: 418-833-5873

VeRSION FRANÇAISe

on peut obtenir la version française  
de ce rapport au www.desjardins.com/
rapportresponsabilitesociale.

this social Responsibility and cooperative 
Report was produced by the communications 
corporate division of desjardins Group.

Graphic design: lg2boutique 
production: lg2fabrique

COOPeRATe  
TO SHAPe  
OUR DeSTINY 
FOR A mORe 
ReSPONSIbLe, 
eqUITAbLe AND 
SUSTAINAbLe 
wORLD
in doing business with desjardins Group, our members and clients 
are not only finding the solutions to their financial needs, but also 
playing an active role in the development of an economically 
more responsible, equitable and sustainable world.

the notion of social responsibility is part of the very fabric 
of desjardins Group, whose mission is to contribute to the 
economic and social well-being of individuals and communities. 
its elected officers and employees ensure that the mission 
is carried out on a day-to-day basis by:

n maintaining dynamic and disciplined cooperative governance.

n supporting communities through various commitments 
that contribute to their prosperity and improve their quality 
of life.

n implementing business and management practices that 
show respect for the environment, human rights and 
the less fortunate.

n upholding a healthy work environment, conducive to the 
growth and well-being of individuals.

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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9th 
laRGest Financial 

coopeRatiVe  
in the woRld

51
business centRes  

in québec  
and ontaRio

THe SCOPe OF  
DeSJARDINS 
GROUP
desjardins Group stands out from other financial institutions 
through its cooperative approach, which prioritizes members’ 
and clients’ interests. almost 110 years after the first caisse 
was founded, desjardins Group is the top financial institution 
in québec, the sixth-largest in canada and the largest financial 
cooperative in the country. its cooperative business model is 
more relevant than ever and focused on building the future.

6,300 
elected oFFiceRs  

in québec  
and ontaRio

42,000 
employees  

acRoss canada

$160 
bILLION 

in assets
(as at June 30, 2009)

oFFeR includes  
a Full RanGe oF 

FINANCIAL 
SeRVICeS

TOP
Real estate owneR  

in québec

513 
caisses and 

883 
seRVice centRes  

in québec  
and ontaRio

insuRance  
subsidiaRies with a  

PReSeNCe
in seVeRal 

CANADIAN  
CITIeS

appRoximately 

5.8
mILLION

membeRs, includinG neaRly 

400,000 
businesses

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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A GROUP  
eFFORT TOwARD  
GReATeR 
ReSPONSIbILITY, 
FAIRNeSS AND 
SUSTAINAbILITY
in 2008, a major economic crisis rocked the stock markets, 
affecting the economy on a global scale. this unusual occurrence 
had serious consequences for many people and communities. 
as a result, actions demonstrating a profound sense of social 
responsibility took on even greater importance. always faithful 
to its cooperative mission, desjardins Group spared no effort in 
going beyond its purely economic and financial role to exercise 
a positive influence on the community. 

A LeADeR IN SOCIAL ReSPONSIbILITY

our members and officers expect that, regardless of the circumstances, we will 
continue to assume the kind of leadership role we always have in terms of social 
responsibility. we intend to live up to that expectation, both in terms of our 
initiatives and in the way we recognize and report them.

that is why we are taking even further steps in our use of the Global Reporting 
initiative (GRi) performance indicators, which we first began using last year. 
our 2008 social Responsibility and cooperative Report is thus more complete 
and more transparent. having a greater number of indicators enables our various 
stakeholders to better measure our achievements. on that note, i invite you to 
fill out the online survey after having read this report, to let us know where your 
interests lie and what you think of it. For us, this is a way to remain attentive 
to your concerns and to improve our business. 

“When we focus on the 
company’s extended role 
within the community, 
when we concern ourselves 
with who will be taking over 
after us, when we seek to 
establish sustainable and 
harmonious relationships 
with our various stakeholders, 
namely clients, employees, 
suppliers, local communities 
and governments—in fact, all 
the people and entities upon 
which our activities have an 
impact or that may influence 
the future of the company—
we are obliged to look further 
than just the next quarter. 
That is why I believe that 
cooperatives, which belong 
to and are largely capitalized 
by their members, have 
a distinct advantage over 
other businesses.”mONIqUe F. LeROUx

chair of the board, president and ceo, desjardins Group

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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our social Responsibility and cooperative Report is also being presented for the 
first time exclusively on virtual media. this is in compliance with desjardins Group’s 
sustainable development policy which, among other things, addresses the issue of 
reducing paper consumption. Finally, we chose cooperation week to launch our 
report, because we wanted to draw even more attention to the close ties between 
desjardins Group’s cooperative nature and its social responsibility activities.

that being said, we will continue in the future to deepen our commitment with 
respect to social responsibility. the extensive strategic reflection process now 
underway at desjardins Group, and which will culminate at our 20th congress 
in november 2009, will contribute to this process.

ReCOGNIzeD PeRFORmANCe

our performance in terms of social responsibility leads us to seek the highest 
standards of practices for a broad spectrum of activities: governance, hR 
management, investment, community involvement, the environment, occupational 
health and safety, and human rights. desjardins Group’s performance in these 
areas already sets it apart from the crowd. For example, desjardins was ranked 
24th by Corporate Knights magazine on their 2009 list of the best 50 corporate 
citizens in the country. we are very proud to be making our mark nationally 
and intend to continue our efforts to rise even higher in those ranks. desjardins 
is also a finalist for the 2009 Prix québécois de l’entreprise citoyenne (québec 
corporate citizenship) award in the social responsibility category. this recognition 
reflects the commitment of thousands of elected officers who have helped build 
and develop desjardins Group since its founding in 1900.

SUSTAINAbLe DeVeLOPmeNT: FROm FOReRUNNeR  
TO keY PLAYeR

by virtue of its mission and its commitment to the community, desjardins Group 
has been a forerunner in terms of sustainable development. since the beginning, 
two of the three aspects of sustainable development—economic development and 
social development—have been central to all its actions and concerns. in these 
areas, desjardins has always worked toward making continuous improvements, 
constantly seeking new ways to leave a positive mark wherever it goes.

at the end of the 1980s, desjardins began integrating the third aspect of sustainable 
development—respect for the environment—into its approach. today, we have 
a sustainable development policy to guide the progress of our commercial and 
management practices.

each of the numerous initiatives taken by desjardins Group is a clear demonstration 
of its constant desire to improve in terms of social responsibility. as a financial 
group imbued with cooperative values, desjardins is making a group effort toward 
greater responsibility, greater fairness and greater sustainability.

now more than ever, desjardins Group aims to “cooperate to shape our destiny.”

monique F. Leroux, FCA, FCMA

chair of the board, president and ceo,  
desjardins Group

“Thanks largely to the 
human and financial force 
they represent, the caisses 
today play an influential role 
in their communities. Their 
extensive resources give them 
enormous capacity for action. 
When backed by a caisse, 
a cause or a project receives 
the kind of endorsement 
and contribution that vastly 
improves its chances for 
success. Moreover, the caisses 
do not hesitate to pool their 
resources in order to strengthen 
their impact on a regional 
or provincial level.”

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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desjardins and La Presse have implemented the 
desjardins–La Presse educational program, which 
uses the newspaper as an educational tool among 
French-as-a-second-language high school students. 
in total, 625,000 copies of the newspaper are 
made available every year to teachers and students 
of participating schools on the island of montréal.

the innu essipit community, established on 
the côte-nord, benefits from the ongoing 
support of desjardins for its local socio-economic 
development projects. pictured above is essipit’s 
economic development director standing in front 
of one such project: the construction of rental 
cottages. photo: pierre Rambaud

during the Festivoix de trois-Rivières, 
sponsored by caisse desjardins des trois-Rivières, 
300,000 spectators enjoy 10 days of musical 
festivities. photo: eventus7

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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RePORTING 
FRAmewORk
the 2008 social Responsibility and cooperative Report presents the performance 
of all desjardins Group components, except for desjardins credit union and 
our affiliated federations in new brunswick and manitoba. the indicators chosen 
are based on Global Reporting initiative (GRi) guidelines. a complete index of 
the selected GRi indicators corresponding to a level b application of the guidelines 
is available online at www.desjardins.com/socialresponsibilityreport.

G3 pRofile  
diScloSuReS

G3 ManaGeMent 
appRoach 
diScloSuReS

G3 peRfoRMance 
indicatoRS &  
SectoR SuppleMent 
peRfoRMance 
indicatoRS

Report on:

1.1 

2.1 - 2.10 

3.1 - 3.8, 3.10 - 3.12 

4.1 - 4.4, 4.14 - 4.15

not required

Report on a minimum of  

10 performance indicators, 

including at least one from  

each of: economic, social  

and environnemental
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RePORT APPLICATION LeVeL
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»

»

»
management approach disclosures 

for each indicator category

Report on a minimum of  

20 performance indicators,  

at least one from each of economic, 

environmental, human Rights, 

labor practices, society, 

product Responsability.

same as requirement for level b

management approach disclosures 

for each indicator category

Report on each core G3 and  

sector supplement* indicator  

with due regard to the materiality 

principle by either: a) reporting  

on the indicator or b) explaining  

the reason for its omission.

* sector supplement in final version

  C C+ b b+ A A+

Report on all criteria listed  

for level c plus:

1.2 

3.9, 3.13 

4.5 - 4.13, 4.16 - 4.17

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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the desjardins Group development plan is based on five major convictions:

n the caisses are the driving force of desjardins Group.

n the Fédération des caisses desjardins du québec (Fcdq) and the subsidiaries 
of desjardins Group are there to work for the caisses and their members.

n the caisses actively participate in the growth of desjardins Group. 

n our human capital is our greatest asset.

n our cooperative values must remain central to our actions.

these convictions have inspired our strategic reflection task forces, including 
the one responsible for social responsibility and sustainable development issues, 
in preparing to draw up the desjardins Group 2010–2012 strategic plan. this 
strategic reflection exercise has made it possible to identify the topics that will be 
subject to discussion during the 20th desjardins Group congress of elected officers 
to be held in november 2009. 

A mISSION  
THAT RemAINS ReLeVANT
to contribute to improving the economic and social well-being of people 
and communities within the compatible limits of its field of activity:

n by continually developing an integrated cooperative network of secure and 
profitable financial services, owned and administered by the members, as well as 
a network of complementary financial organizations with competitive returns, 
controlled by the members;

n by educating people, particularly members, officers and employees, about 
democracy, economics, solidarity, and individual and collective responsibility.

STRONG  
VALUeS
n money at the service of human development 

n personal commitment

n democratic action

n integrity and discipline

n solidarity with the community 

as a member of the international co-operative alliance, desjardins Group 
also adheres to its cooperative values, which are self-help, self-responsibility, 
democracy, equality, equity and solidarity.

COOPeRATe  
TO SHAPe  
OUR DeSTINY 
FOR A mORe 
ReSPONSIbLe, 
eqUITAbLe AND 
SUSTAINAbLe 
wORLD
throughout its history, desjardins Group has been a forerunner 
and a builder. desjardins Group has been able to adapt and 
grow to provide relevant responses to the changing needs 
of its members and communities. that is the spirit in which, 
in 2008, desjardins Group adopted the “cooperate to shape 
our destiny” development plan which, while respecting the 
organization’s mission and values, aims to achieve growth, 
taking into account current and future issues. the four-year 
development plan draws on the skills, talent and creativity 
of elected officers and caisse general managers, as well as 
desjardins employees and management staff. “A cooperative is an 

autonomous association of 
people united voluntarily to 
meet their common economic, 
social and cultural needs and 
aspirations through a jointly 
owned and democratically 
controlled enterprise.”
international co-operative alliance

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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moRe than  

$526 
mILLION

inVested in  
québec ReGions

COOPeRATION 
AND SOCIAL 
ReSPONSIbILITY  
HIGHLIGHTS 

36%
oF ouR seRVice outlets  

aRe located in low  
population density aReas  

(as opposed to 3.5%  
FoR the banks)

only  

4.8 %
VoluntaRy depaRtuRes  

amonG its  
42,000 employees

one oF canada’s 
beST 

50 
CORPORATe CITIzeNS 

accoRdinG to  
CorPorATe KnIghTs 

maGazine 
 

Recycled papeR  
makes up  

moRe than  

2⁄3 
oF all papeR  
consumed

 
in québec, neaRly 

68,000,
oR 1 in 50, diRect,  

indiRect oR induced Jobs  
aRe GeneRated by desJaRdins  

GRoup’s opeRations

Finalist FoR québec’s 2008 

CORPORATe  
CITIzeN  

OF THe YeAR 
awaRd FRom  

L’ACTuALITé maGazine

$80.1 
mILLION

in sponsoRships  
and donations

100%
oF atms aRe adapted  

FoR the Visually impaiRed,  
the illiteRate and  

peRsons with  
Reduced mobility

societeRRa poRtFolios: 

SOCIALLY 
ReSPONSIbLe 
INVeSTmeNT

pRoducts 

Finalist 

$777,923
GRanted in  

solidaRity pRoducts#1 institutional  
paRtneR oF équiteRRe’s  

“CHANGe THe 
wORLD, ONe STeP  

AT A TIme” 
campaiGn 

neaRly 

88,000
paRticipants in the  

caisses’ annual  
GeneRal meetinGs

$38.6
mILLION

paid into the  
caisses’ community 
deVelopment Funds

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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2626

63636363636363

313131

DeSJARDINS 
GROUP’S PReSeNCe  
IN qUÉbeC AND 
ACROSS CANADA

 desjardins credit union

other desjardins components

nunavik Financial services cooperative

Concentration of service outlets (august 13, 2009)

553 service outlets

83 to 162 service outlets

41 to 66 service outlets

26 to 34 service outlets

1 service outlet

 d d d d

26

83
553

63

34

66

151
162

63

41

59

50

31
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AND AROUND  
THe wORLD
 countries in which développement international desjardins (did) was active in 2008 

 caisse centrale desjardins u.s. branch and desjardins bank

 c c c c

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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DeSJARDINS 
GROUP AND ITS 
STAkeHOLDeRS: 
AN OPeN 
DIALOGUe
For desjardins Group, cooperating and communicating go 
hand-in-hand. and that’s why it maintains open and continuous 
dialogue with all its stakeholders. its vital democratic activity 
and the proximity of the caisses to their members and their 
communities make it a highly present advocate; one that 
is accessible and very involved in the communities it serves.

in fact, in an employee survey carried out in the spring of 2008, 
90% of the 15,590 respondents said that they support desjardins 
Group in its sustainable development initiatives. 

in the fall of 2008, over 188 young people between the ages 
of 15 and 30 participated in an online chat session with the 
chair of the board, president and ceo of desjardins Group. 
a total of 262 interventions were compiled and the president 
answered 122 questions on topics such as the cooperative 
difference and how young people are received at desjardins, 
as well as major social issues. 

the following table presents an overview of the various 
communication and consultation mechanisms used by desjardins 
Group with its various stakeholders.

✓✓✓✓ R ate th is document

COmmUNICATION OR CONSULTATION meCHANISmSTAkeHOLDeR

ouR MeMbeRS

ouR  
elected officeRS

not-foR-pRofit 
oRGanizationS

GoveRnMent  
aGencieS

ouR clientS

GeneRal public

ouR eMployeeS

cooperative network and subsidiary employees (at the counter, by e-mail, 
by telephone, web site, etc.) n caisse annual general meetings n ad hoc 
consultation committees n officer elections: one member, one voice n 
publications: Desjardins and Me, Desjardins entreprises, Partenaires magazines n 
desjardins.com web site n satisfaction surveys n member services and desjardins 
Group ombudsman n online chat session between young people and the 
president of desjardins Group n online consultations

caisse boards of directors and boards of supervision n meetings and assemblies 
(general, regional or group caisses; councils of representatives) n councils of 
representatives n orientation congress n annual rendez-vous meeting of caisse 
presidents and general managers n annual rendez-vous meeting of caisse board 
of supervision chairs n Desjardins magazine n Video conferences, telephone 
conferences and online conferences with desjardins Group management n 
e-mail address: presidente@desjardins.com n BoD Info and ethics Info bulletins

partnership agreements n sponsorships n presence on boards of directors 
n consumer associations

Representation activities (registered as a lobbyist in québec, ontario and canada) 
n presentation of statements, commentaries and conferences n participation 
in parliamentary commissions

the subsidiaries’ call centres n the subsidiaries’ web sites

new survey on the social Responsibility and cooperative Report n desjardins.com 
web site n Desjardins and Me magazine n information distributed through the 
caisse network n rendez-vous des jeunes leaders (young leaders’ meeting) 
n Focus groups (market research)

hewitt satisfaction survey n internal information portal for desjardins employees 
n telephone conferences with employees, management staff and the president 
n information and video clips on the employee portal n internal bulletins n 
Desjardins magazine n online consultations n discussion forums n ad hoc 
surveys on specific subjects n Reporting mechanisms to flag actions that violate 
the Code of ethics and Professional Conduct and other frameworks

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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COOPeRATe 
TO SHAPe 
OUR DeSTINY  
wITH OUR 
membeRS 
AND OFFICeRS
desjardins itself was founded on a social responsibility approach, 
on the desire to enable everyone to benefit from financial services 
adapted to their needs. “cooperation benefits us all—that’s 
what makes it so appealing,” said the organization’s founder, 
alphonse desjardins.

since desjardins Group is a cooperative financial group, its 
members’ and clients’ expectations in terms of social responsibility 
are high, and they do not hesitate to share their critical eye. 
they count on desjardins Group to adopt responsible, equitable 
and sustainable governance practices. desjardins Group also wants 
its members and clients to get more involved in its democratic 
activities. this is why it makes sure that numerous means are 
available for members and clients to share their ideas, concerns 
and expectations. the development of an online democracy tool 
is one example that is now being tested.

desjardins caisse officers benefit from several 
opportunities to represent the interests of the 
members who elected them, such as group 
discussions during various annual meetings.  
photo: eventus7
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de
opportunities to represent the interests of the 
members who elected them, such as group 
discussions during various annual meetings.  
ph

an employee at caisse desjardins de Victoriaville works on the desjardins youth Focus program, 
which is a major desjardins Group initiative to promote the social, professional and financial 
integration of youth ages 15 to 30 in québec and ontario.

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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DemOCRACY IS ALIVe AND weLL

over the years, desjardins Group has developed democratic mechanisms 
to facilitate the participation of members in decisions concerning their caisse. 
among other things, they can attend their caisse’s annual general meeting, 
elect members or stand for election to its board of directors and board of 
supervision, sit on various ad hoc committees, and participate in consultation 
activities and satisfaction surveys in order to express their point of view.

in a desjardins caisse, it is the members who decide on its major orientations, 
on potential amalgamations (mergers) and on by-laws that govern its operations. 
they learn about their caisse’s annual results and, when applicable, vote on 
the distribution of surplus earnings. according to the “one member, one vote” 
principle, caisse members at a general meeting have certain powers reserved 
for them under the Act respecting financial services cooperatives, in québec, 
and the caisse’s internal by-laws.

the objective of one of the building blocks under the desjardins Group 2008–2012 
development plan is to improve mechanisms enabling the caisses to influence 
Group decisions. its mandate is to review and update mechanisms for collaboration, 
participation and connection with the network in terms of both orientations 
and operations. 

Tools for better cooperation

For desjardins Group, improving member satisfaction with respect to its 
cooperative values is a daily commitment. several tools were developed to 
make these better known among caisse members and elected officers:

n in 2008, the action-based training on the cooperative difference course was 
made available to all caisses in québec and ontario. as at december 31, 2008, 
more than 79 caisses were enrolled, enabling more than 2,761 members, elected 
officers, management staff and employees to be trained in or sensitized to the 
cooperative difference and to establish the basis for a related action plan.

n the know-how and Governance program was designed to support elected 
officers in carrying out their duties. this year, two new training courses were 
added. in 2008, some 1,558 officers in québec and ontario participated in 
one of the 148 training sessions offered, with a 79% satisfaction rate.

n offered in more than 170 caisses, the young intern officer program offers 
members between the ages of 18 and 30 the chance to carry out a one-year 
practical internship on the board of directors or board of supervision of 
their caisse. in 2008, 222 young people took advantage of this experience.

DemOCRATIC 
AND eTHICAL 
GOVeRNANCe 
PRACTICeS
desjardins Group is a democratic 
organization run by its members, 
who are called upon to actively 
participate in establishing policies 
and in making decisions.

Participation in the democratic aspect of caisse activities 2008  2007  2006

number of participants attending caisse annual general meetings  88,274   89,881   87,810
number of caisse delegates at regional and group caisse general meetings  1,026   1,100   1,147
number of delegates at Fcdq general meetings  2,136   2,201   2,489
percentage of representatives who attended assemblies of Representatives1  89.2 %   89.3 %  81.4 %

1  the assembly of Representatives meets three times a year, bringing together members from the 17 councils of representatives in québec and ontario as well as the chair of the board, president and ceo of desjardins Group 
(256 people).

at the desjardins Group annual General 
meetings, elected officers exercise their 
right to vote using electronic devices. 
photo: eventus7

OUR CHALLeNGe wITH ReSPeCT TO keePING DemOCRACY AT DeSJARDINS ALIVe AND weLL

ensure better representation of members among elected officers by increasing the number of women acting as board presidents and chairs and fostering interest 
in officer positions among younger people, especially those in the 18-to-34 and the 35-to-49 age groups, as well as representatives from cultural communities.

OUR ACHIeVemeNTS

Representation of women in caisse governance 2008  2007  2006

women officers  34.4 %  33.8 %  33.2 %
women who head a board of directors  13.5   14.0   15.0
women who chair a board of supervision2  34.2   33.1   35.0

2 only caisses in québec have boards of supervision.

elected officer representation by age group 2008  2007  2006

officers between the ages of 18 and 34  10.8 %  10.1 %  10.0 %
officers between the ages of 35 and 49  21.3   22.8   24.2
officers between the ages of 50 and 64  44.4   45.2   45.4
officers aged 65 and up  23.5   21.9   20.4

each yeaR, neaRly 

88,000 membeRS  
paRticipate in the annual GeneRal 
meetinGs oF the desJaRdins GRoup 

caisses and in seVeRal otheR  
maJoR GatheRinGs that FoRm paRt  

and paRcel oF the associatiVe  
and democRatic aspects oF  

desJaRdins GRoup’s actiVities.

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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RIGOROUS eTHICS

because it is motivated by the values of integrity and discipline, desjardins Group 
has adopted the highest standards in terms of ethics and professional conduct.

Code of ethics and Professional Conduct

the Desjardins group Code of ethics and Professional Conduct is used to guide 
officers, employees and components in their conduct by drawing their attention 
to the importance of respecting its values, principles and rules. in this way, we aim 
to ensure that anyone who works for desjardins:

n takes the values of the organization into account in their day-to-day actions 
and decisions, thus helping desjardins Group achieve its mission and fulfil 
its social responsibility;

n protects the interests of desjardins Group’s stakeholders. in this regard, 
the code lists three principles: respect for persons, respect for the common 
good and respect for the organization.

in particular, the Desjardins group Code of ethics and Professional Conduct sets out 
very precise rules concerning confidentiality, data protection, conflicts of interest, 
and respect for legislation. all desjardins Group officers and employees receive 
training on the code and, every year, sign a statement in which they acknowledge 
having read it and affirming that they are committed to following its values, 
principles and rules. a reporting mechanism is also available for flagging situations 
that violate the code and that protects the anonymity of anyone who wishes 
to use it.

in the more precise framework of marketing communications—advertising, 
promotions, sponsorships—our practices respect the Charter of the French 
Language, the Consumer Protection Act and the Copyright Act. thus, desjardins 
Group faithfully respects all matters concerning photographic rights, standards 
of the union des artistes and intellectual property.

Human rights

desjardins Group is concerned with protecting human rights. its actions in this 
area are guided by basic principles such as those expressed by the united nations’ 
universal declaration of human Rights and by the fundamental conventions of the 
international labour organization (ilo). its support for those principles is reflected 
in its policies and practices with respect to its employees, members and suppliers, 
as well as the communities in which it carries out its activities. it remains extremely 
vigilant on these issues since they are particularly complex when it comes to 
procurement and managing investments.

Framework for representation activities

desjardins Group develops and maintains strong relationships with the political 
and administrative arm of the federal and provincial governments, while 
preserving its autonomy and independence. these relationships seek to fulfil 
four objectives:

n to support the strategic orientations of desjardins Group.

n to ensure that its interests are taken into consideration when legislative 
and regulatory decisions are being made.

n to increase its business relationships.

n to gain recognition for its cooperative difference.

each desjardins Group intervention is aimed at ensuring the continuity of 
its activities and serving the best interests of its members and clients, elected 
officers and employees, as well as the communities it serves. the Government 
Relations division handles all responsibilities with respect to representation 
to government officials.

in canada, these relationships are subject to legislation on lobbying, recognized 
as being the legitimate means of accessing various levels of government with 
respect to both policy and administration. in order to guarantee transparency 
and ethical conduct in all of its activities, desjardins Group scrupulously respects 
the laws and standards dictated by the Commissaire au lobbyisme du Québec 
and by the office of the commissioner of lobbying of canada, as well as by the 
office of the integrity commissioner of ontario. desjardins Group is thus duly 
registered as a lobby group in each of these jurisdictions, which make the purpose 
of representations made by the various lobbies accessible to the public.

Finally, desjardins Group actively participates in public debate concerning its 
activities in the interests of its members, clients and communities by presenting 
statements and commentaries to legislative or government bodies, and by 
organizing conferences.

Privacy policy for members and clients

desjardins Group takes the protection of personal information 

very seriously. that is why it adopted and follows a privacy policy 

that establishes the guidelines and rules that desjardins Group 

components must set for themselves and by which they must abide 

to ensure the privacy of personal information collected, held, 

used or disclosed about their members or clients.

the desjardins Group privacy policy can be found at  

www.desjardins.com/privacy.

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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Complaint management

in 1994, desjardins created an ombudsman function, which operates under 
conditions aimed at ensuring the exercise of independent judgment. the ombudsman 
reports to the cooperative development and democratic Governance support 
corporate division. this office is meant to be a mechanism of last recourse for 
members, clients and employees for dealing with cases in a fair and impartial 
way, while taking into account desjardins Group’s values and rules of conduct. 
the ombudsman carries out a thorough analysis of the facts, examines cases with 
specialists from all fields pertaining to the institution and makes recommendations 
for handling complaints. the ombudsman has direct access to the audit and 
inspection commission, which reports to the board of directors, and to the board 
of ethics and professional conduct.

each year, the ombudsman produces a report stating its observations and 
recommendations to management and to the above-mentioned bodies. the 
ombudsman also represents the link between the Autorité des marchés financiers 
and desjardins for handling complaints throughout desjardins Group.

Fraud prevention

Fraud prevention is a major concern at desjardins Group, which has deployed 
numerous training and awareness programs designed to protect the private 
information of its members and ensure the security of their assets. in the fall 
of 2008, desjardins Group trained 430 caisse and business centre employees 
as fraud prevention officers on topics such as membership enrollment fraud, 
information security, and proceeds of crime (money laundering) and terrorist 
financing activities. to arm itself against the latest fraud techniques, desjardins 
implemented one the most effective systems in the industry. the “strong 
authentication” feature was added to accèsd, desjardins Group’s transactional 
web site, in 2008 to increase transaction security for members and clients. 
desjardins also continued its rollout of the chip card, which prevents fraud 
from card cloning (skimming).

in addition, desjardins Group actively supports the government in its efforts 
to battle money laundering and terrorist financing activities. in fact, cooperative 
network employees are trained to check identities and file various reports as 
outlined in the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act. 
in 2008, as it does every year, desjardins Group worked closely with the Financial 
transactions and Reports analysis centre of canada (FintRac) to continue 
improving its practices in this regard.

similarly, since January 2008, desjardins Group has been a partner of the bank 
crime prevention and investigation office (bcpio), a group of canadian financial 
institutions that aims to protect clients against financial crime, including credit 
card and debit card fraud, robbery, counterfeiting, cyber crime, money laundering 
and the use of fake documents.

Anti-corruption measures

desjardins Group also set up an operational risk management framework to integrate 
basel ii accord requirements into its practices. this framework is an independent 
supervision tool that ensures the implementation of the measures required for the 
sound management of the risk to which desjardins is exposed in order to promote 
overall sound and sustainable performance.

corruption falls under one of the seven risk categories supported by regulatory 
authority guidelines. this risk is therefore inherent to desjardins Group’s operational 
risk management program and is subject to rigorous follow-up. in addition, in order 
to promote effective management of this risk, four practices were put in place: 
risk and control self-assessment, data collection on operational losses, risk indicators 
and measures, and the implementation and follow-up of remedial measures.

Finally, desjardins Group’s monitoring of corruption risk, which is part of the 
operational risk management program, is supported by a framework policy that 
ensures the identification, measurement, management, mitigation, monitoring, 
intervention and disclosure of all major operational risks in accordance with 
the policies and tolerance thresholds approved by the desjardins Group board 
of directors.

2006 2007 2008
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NUmbeR OF COmPLAINTS 
HANDLeD bY THe OmbUDSmAN

OUR CHALLeNGe wITH ReSPeCT TO RIGOROUS eTHICS 

to integrate the monitoring of respect for human rights into our supply chain and our investment management activities.

OUR ACHIeVemeNTS

Corruption 2008  2007  2006

strategic fields of activity subject to the new risk and control self-assessment  
practices for operational risk, including internal fraud   89 %  31 %  0 %

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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SHARING SURPLUS eARNINGS

each year, in each caisse, the members attending the General meeting (in québec) 
or the elected members of the board of directors (in ontario) must decide on how 
the caisse’s surplus earnings will be distributed, after ensuring that there are sufficient 
funds in the general reserve. if there are surplus earnings to be distributed, the 
members vote on this distribution in the form of individual member dividends 
and contributions to the community through the community development Fund. 
member dividends are paid to individual and business members depending on 
the use they have each made of the caisse’s services. the amounts paid into the 
community development Fund when member dividends are allocated will be used 
to support projects that contribute to local development.

having not escaped the effects of the financial turbulence in 2008, desjardins reported 
surplus earnings before member dividends of $78 million as at december 31, 2008. 
had it not been for the specific items related mainly to the financial crisis and 
asset-backed commercial paper (abcp), desjardins would have posted surplus 
earnings before member dividends of approximately $1.2 billion in 2008. still, 
desjardins provisioned $215 million for member dividends, without compromising 
its financial stability.

STReNGTHeNING ITS FINANCIAL FOUNDATIONS

a concrete demonstration of the third cooperative principle of the international 
co-operative alliance, member economic participation, the purchase of permanent 
shares, qualifying shares and surplus shares enables members to contribute more 
directly to the development and continuity of their cooperative. this is how they 
will be able to leave future generations a solid financial institution capable of 
weathering turbulent periods.

membeR 
DIVIDeNDS AND 
CAPITALIzATION

Percentage of caisses paying out 
member dividends

2006 2007 2008
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PROVISION FOR  
membeR DIVIDeNDS

(in millions of $)

OUR CHALLeNGe wITH ReSPeCT TO membeR DIVIDeNDS AND CAPITALIzATION

to convince our members of the importance of continuing to capitalize their caisse and thus assure the success of the next issue of permanent shares.

OUR ACHIeVemeNTS

member participation in caisse capitalization  2008  2007  2006

permanent shares (in millions of $) $ 828  $ 813 3 $ 796 
qualifying shares (in millions of $)  38   33   32
surplus shares (in millions of $)  49   17   —
individual participation in caisse capitalization – amount per member  $ 1,704  $ 1,601  $ 1,469

3 this previously published figure was altered to reflect corrections made to the data compilation methodology.

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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desjardins Group’s commercial practices are inspired by its mission, its values 
and its service logic. those practices are defined by: 

n social accessibility of basic financial products 

n the professionalism of its sales force 

n the information made available to members 

n consideration, first and foremost, of the member’s interest in the product 
and service offer 

with respect to this last point, in a survey published in 2007 by Forrester, a 
marketing research firm recognized in the financial services industry, canadians 
placed desjardins at the top of a list rating canadian financial institutions on 
how well they advocate for their clients’ best interests.

SeRVICe ACCeSSIbILITY 

desjardins is convinced of the importance of a dynamic and diversified local and 
regional economy in increasing the standard of living and quality of life in communities. 
that is why desjardins Group has more locations than any other financial institution 
in québec, with more service outlets than all the banks combined.

in québec, 36% of its service outlets are located in areas with low population 
density.4 added to that are the caisses founded by the chinese, italian, lithuanian, 
polish, portuguese and ukrainian communities, as well as five caisses founded by 
aboriginal communities and 36 caisses located near aboriginal markets. through 
its geographical proximity, its specific culture and its social role, desjardins Group 
is a natural choice for meeting the needs of First nations communities. 

additionally, each of the 14 inuit villages of nunavik will soon have access 
to desjardins Group’s services. the kativik Regional Government, the local 
development centre (also known as a cld), the Fédération des coopératives 
du nouveau-Québec and caisse d’économie solidaire desjardins have put forward 
a project to improve the financial services available to some 11,000 inuit. the 
result was the creation of the nunavik Financial services cooperative in 2007. 
during 2008, five service outlets opened their doors, bringing the number of 
northern towns and villages with access to desjardins Group financial services 
to eight. as at december 31, 2008, 1,734 people and 24 businesses were 
members and were served by 16 bilingual or trilingual employees. For more 
information, go to www.nunavikfinancialservices.coop (available in english, 
French and inuktitut).

elsewhere in canada, desjardins Group is associated with the ontario caisses 
populaires, a network of 21 caisses, 3 business centres and 41 service outlets, 
in addition to those in manitoba and new brunswick, as well as desjardins credit 
union in ontario. in addition to the size of its distribution network, desjardins 
offers an incomparable advisory team working for its members and clients, with 
nearly 10,000 advisors, financial planners, mortgage representatives and agents.

in the united states, desjardins members and clients can count on the services 
offered by desjardins bank and caisse centrale desjardins to support them in their 
business development or to facilitate their stay on u.s. soil.

buildings for people with reduced mobility

the construction of any new desjardins service outlet, and the major renovation 
of any existing service outlet, automatically includes provisions for facilitating access 
to people with reduced mobility as per established standards, including parking.

Accessible ATms

the 2,764 atms operated by the desjardins network are accessible to people with 
visual impairments and reduced mobility. desjardins is the only financial institution 
in the world with such a high proportion of accessible atms, which can be identified 
by their lower components (keyboard, screen, buttons) and shelves that are more 
practical for the wheelchair-bound or people of smaller stature, who can thus 
comfortably and securely carry out their transactions. 

desjardins atms also offer voice assistance for the visually impaired, illiterate 
and elderly. by inserting earphones into a jack on the atm, these members can 
obtain private voice instructions explaining how to use the service and guiding 
them every step of the way through their transactions. this application, available 
on all desjardins atms, was developed in collaboration with associations for 
persons with disabilities.

PRODUCTS 
AND SeRVICeS 
desjardins offers its 5.8 million 
members a wide variety of financial 
services adapted to their needs, 
accessible 24/7, at competitive 
prices. this service offer is provided 
with thought, consideration and 
courtesy and is recognized as 
such by our members, as seen in 
satisfaction surveys that are carried 
out on a regular basis.

Desjardins Group accessibility 2008  2007  2006

number of caisses   513   536   549
number of business centres   51   51   56
number of service centres  883   919   922
number of atms  2,764   2,769   2,787
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SeRVICe OUTLeTS  
IN AReAS wITH LOw  

POPULATION DeNSITY4

4  municipalities with fewer than 2,000 persons that are not part of an urban area as defined by statistics canada. 
the average population density in these municipalities is 0.5 person per km2. data for québec only. 

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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Virtual accessibility

desjardins online solutions offers a variety of simple, quick and secure access modes. 
For example, desjardins.com is the most widely visited financial site in québec and 
the sixth most visited in canada. Following the adaptation of its 15,000 pages of 
information and images that can be read with either a text-to-braille or text-to-speech 
screen reader, the site also offers easy access to the visually impaired. 

Finally, accèsd is the most frequently-used transactional site in québec. in 2008, 
more than 2 million users carried out 759 million automated transactions—an 
increase of 12.9% over 2007.

Language policy

in order to increase accessibility, desjardins Group continues to work towards 
developing greater openness to diversity. as such, in 2008, desjardins Group 
updated the language policy it adopted in 2002, to show greater consistency 
with its business development objectives among cultural communities and to 
promote the integration of members of these communities among desjardins 
Group officers and employees. this policy is intended for use by elected officers, 
managers and employees in their communications among themselves and with 
members, clients and other correspondents. 

OUR CHALLeNGe wITH ReSPeCT TO SeRVICe ACCeSSIbILITY

to maintain the accessibility of our service offer in all regions of québec while adapting our work methods to both meet the needs of our members and respond 
to productivity issues facing our industry.

OUR ACHIeVemeNTS

in 2008, the excellence of accèsd was again underscored when the service won two synovate best banking awards, in the “atm banking excellence” and 
“telephone banking excellence” categories, over all the financial institutions in canada.

meanwhile, desjardins accèsd call centres remain the international benchmark among financial institutions, having been awarded copc (customer operations 
performance center) certification in 2008 for the fourth year running, based on over 200 performance indicators for productivity, service quality and customer 
satisfaction. as yet, it has never been awarded to any other financial institution in north america.

1,396 service outlets 
in québec and ontario,  
i.e. 513 caisses and 
883 services centres

48 business centres in 
québec and 3 in ontario

carrefour desjardins

desjardins mid-market 
business centre

call centres

on-site specialists  
(integrated offer)

copc-certified client contact 
centre (4 years in a row)

2.2 million calls per year  
(in assisted mode)

availability of caisse products 
and services

2.1 million active users

699 million online transactions 

60 million transactions 
made by phone

Financial summary and 
complete personalized 
balance sheet 

online product purchases 

transactions made from 
home (bill payments,  
money transfers, etc.)

simple, fast and secure

close to 39,000 merchants 
offering direct payment 
and access to accounts 
(check balance feature)

more than $2 billion in 
accord d financing granted 
at over 6,000 retailers 
in canada

2,200 merchants participating 
in automobile and durable 
goods financing program

POINT-OF-SALe 
ACCeSS

ACCèSD INTeRNeT 
AND TeLePHONedesjardins.com1-800-CAISSeSSeRVICe OUTLeTS

VIRTUAL NeTwORk

business hours for 
advisory services 

35 hours or more per week 
(in 57% of service centres)

appointments at any time

advisor mobility 

business hours for regular /
convenience services 

30 hours or more per week 
(in 40% of service centres)

Vary from caisse to caisse 

top financial web site in 
québec and 6th in canada

2.5 million unique visitors 
per month

complete information 
and user-friendly tools 

live online help (click-to-call)

browsing adapted for 
users with visual, cognitive 
or motor impairments

most atms in québec 
and 3rd most in canada

close to 3,000 atms, 
including 2,764 in québec

First institution in canada 
to have all its atms equipped 
with voice recognition feature 
(for the visually impaired 
and illiterate)

Respect for accessibility 
standards at all atms 
(for people with reduced 
mobility)

network reliability 

24 / 7*

bUSINeSS HOURS ATms

6 A.m. TO mIDNIGHT,            
7 DAYS A week

PHYSICAL NeTwORk

OINT OF SALe CCèSD INT

* except sundays from 2 a.m. to 6 a.m.

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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LOAN PORTFOLIO

desjardins offers a full range of financial products and services at competitive 
rates, giving priority to the quality of its dealings with members and clients. 
in turn, members and clients have access to local services at the caisses, which 
specialize in meeting the needs of individuals, at the business centres, which 
specialize in services for smes, and at caisse centrale desjardins, which specializes 
in the specific requirements of large businesses. 

illustrating the caisses’ locally-based services, 80% of consumer loans taken out at 
the caisses in 2008 were for less than $12,500. meanwhile, in québec, desjardins 
Group’s market share for residential mortgage loans was 39.3% in 2008.

at the business centres, loans to businesses and governments achieved new 
heights in 2008, reaching $26.9 billion, mainly in the form of commercial and 
industrial credit to smes. in the farm credit sector, desjardins Group supports over 
17,500 businesses and holds 47% of the market share in québec, more than all 
the banks combined. desjardins can rely on the expertise of over 250 specialized 
account managers and professionals, making them the largest dedicated agricultural 
sector team in the banking industry. this sustained commitment contributes 
to the economic vitality of the regions.

as for caisse centrale desjardins, its new business with large corporations totalled 
$1.5 billion in 2008, leading to 37% growth in outstandings. 

SOCIALLY AND eNVIRONmeNTALLY ReSPONSIbLe PRODUCTS 

desjardins Group always seeks to meet all the financial needs of its members and 
clients, which is why it strives to offer specialized and innovative products and 
services. over the years, it has developed a range of socially responsible products 
and has played a leading role in offering financial products with an environmental 
focus, starting with the desjardins environment Fund, which was put on the 
market in 1990. since that time, desjardins has continued to develop this offer. 

Solidarity products: Unique commercial practices

the mutual assistance Funds, along with the microcredit to businesses and 
créavenir programs, which desjardins Group offers in collaboration with local 
organizations, combine educational and financial aspects to meet the needs 
of members who do not have access to credit through the traditional networks. 
they are an eloquent expression of desjardins Group’s cooperative vocation, 
which is to welcome every individual with respect, to make sure that quality 
financial services adapted to all budgets are accessible and available, and to 
educate its members on best practices for ensuring the sound management 
of their personal finances.

to date, 59% of desjardins caisses offer at least one—if not two—of these 
products. the relevance of these programs has been amply demonstrated. 

Desjardins mutual Assistance Funds

the desjardins mutual assistance Fund (dmaF), offered in collaboration with 
budget consulting organizations, makes budget management advisory services 
available to people in financial difficulty, along with the possibility of obtaining 
a short-term loan. these interest-free loans vary from $500 to $1,500. the 
majority of loans granted through the mutual assistance Funds are awarded 
to 35- to 44-year-old single women or single mothers receiving social assistance 
with annual net disposable incomes of $10,000 or less. the average repayment 
rate is 89%.

OUR CHALLeNGe wITH ReSPeCT TO OUR LOAN PORTFOLIO

to train our sales force on the issues of sustainable development to support the offer of products and services with social responsibility and sustainable development 
features and to efficiently assist our members with respect to these issues.

OUR ACHIeVemeNTS

business member satisfaction increased by one percentage point in 2008, with the percentage of members saying they are “very satisfied” reaching 65%. satisfaction 
with respect to the desjardins cooperative difference increased by two percentage points, with 52% of business members indicating they were “very satisfied.”

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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Desjardins microcredit to businesses

the purpose of desjardins microcredit to businesses is to enable entrepreneurs 
and micro-businesses that are excluded from the traditional financing networks to 
access credit and obtain support in implementing their business plans and projects. 
today, 26 caisses participate in two business microcredit programs. the first, which 
was launched in 2004, is a five-year partnership among 15 caisses in the québec-est 
region and the Fonds d’emprunt économique communautaire de Québec. the 
second project, launched in québec in october 2005, is a partnership between 
11 caisses in the laurentians region and the Fonds d’emprunt communautaire 
féminin. the agreement is renewable each year.

Créavenir 

créavenir is designed for clients who fall into the 18-to-35 age bracket and 
uses loans and subsidies to finance projects for young entrepreneurs who are 
not eligible for traditional financing. without requiring the usual down payments 
and guarantees, créavenir offers consulting support and mentoring in collaboration 
with organizations from the local community who are partners in the program 
(local development centres, regional development cooperatives, community 
development companies, etc.). the program can be offered through a single 
caisse or through a group of caisses that join together to assist young people 
in their community. the desjardins business centres in those communities are 
also involved in all the projects to various extents. since the first pilot project 
in 2005, some 83 caisses in québec have participated in this program, for a total 
investment of $1.7 million.

Desjardins Aid Fund

in 2008, through its subsidiary, desjardins General insurance (dGi), desjardins 
Group also established the desjardins aid Fund, which will be used to help certain 
members experiencing difficulties due to an accident or event that was not covered 
by their insurance policy. the fund has a $1 million budget that has been built up 
using dGi’s earnings as well as a committee that is responsible for evaluating the 
files submitted. in 2008, five members received benefits between $3,000 and 
$5,000 each, for a total of $18,000.

micro insurance

desjardins, in partnership with community organizations and the city of 
trois-Rivières in québec, is currently supporting a trial project aimed at offering 
basic, affordable fire insurance for residents, as well as financial support 
and budget counselling for people who do not have the means to purchase 
such insurance. 

Socially responsible investing 

in order to enable investors to focus on corporations that have demonstrated 
responsibility in social and environmental issues, desjardins offers investment 
products that include an additional audit of each of the corporations involved. 
as is done for traditional investments, the company’s finances are first subject 
to thorough analysis from every angle. the company is then examined again 
based on social, environmental and governance criteria. 

these products invest in all sectors of economic activity, with the exception 
of weapons, tobacco and nuclear energy. they do, however, invest in sectors 
considered more “at risk” for the environment—natural resources for example—
based on the principle that it is essential to encourage these corporations to 
improve their practices. 

to make good on its commitments in terms of socially responsible investment, 
desjardins aims to influence corporate practices and mitigate businesses’ negative 
repercussions on the environment and on communities. through the shareholder 
action program, designed and managed by its partner ethical Funds, desjardins 
has devised a number of means for intervention, including establishing dialogue 
with corporations, submitting shareholder proposals and exercising the right to 
vote at these companies’ annual meetings. 

the socially responsible products offered by desjardins are:

n the societerra portfolios, a turnkey investment solution adapted to an 
investor profile  

n the desjardins environment Fund, which also offers the best rate of return 
in the desjardins Funds line of products

n a selection of 12 à la carte funds managed by our partner, northwest & ethical 
investments l.p. 

Proxy voting rights policy

as manager of the desjardins Funds, the Fédération des caisses desjardins du québec 
(Fcdq) has proxy voting rights at the shareholder meetings of the companies in 
which it owns securities. consequently, the Fcdq votes on behalf of all desjardins 
Fund investors on the various motions proposed at those meetings. 

desjardins wants its members and clients to be well informed and therefore 
developed a policy governing the exercise of proxy voting rights by desjardins Funds. 
this policy reflects desjardins Group’s values and its commitment to sustainable 
development, while preserving the medium and long-term interests of investors. 
the policy also discusses the rules of sound governance for corporations as well as 
their social responsibilities with respect to human rights, sustainable development 
and support for the community. the policy, as well as the results of all proxy 
votes exercised by desjardins Funds and northwest Funds subject to the policy, 
can be seen on the respective fund web sites: www.desjardinsfunds.com 
and www.northwestfunds.com.

the new societerra portfolios are socially 
responsible investments that allow 
desjardins members to grow their 
investments while helping to protect 
the environment by jointly affirming 
their commitment to socially responsible 
action and encouraging businesses to 
demonstrate better governance practices.

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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Green products

Corporate credit

desjardins also includes an environmental risk analysis when assessing corporate 
credit risk. since 2006, desjardins has made considerable efforts to raise awareness 
among business members of the importance of properly assessing the environmental 
risks related to their projects and to support them in performing that assessment. 
as desjardins has more than 400,000 business members in québec and in ontario, 
including 150,000 with borrowings, its potential for reaching members is 
particularly high.

aside from the offer of financial services and the advisory role it carries out among 
its members, desjardins makes a great effort to respond to the major challenges 
facing businesses today. these include promoting best management practices, 
strategic planning and business transfer planning, promoting research and 
development and reflecting on means for dealing with upcoming labour shortages. 
promoting sustainable development is also among its concerns, in accordance 
with its policy on the subject.

Capital régional et coopératif Desjardins

capital régional et coopératif desjardins is a fund that enables people in québec 
to contribute to the capitalization of cooperatives and contribute to the growth of 
resource regions in the province while bringing in good returns on their investments. 
as at december 31, 2008, the fund had 122,128 shareholders, with total capital 
stock worth nearly $860 million.

Insurance that stands out from the crowd

desjardins General insurance Group has offered a reduction in insurance 
premiums for hybrid vehicles since January 2006. the number of hybrid vehicles 
affected by this measure rose 53% between 2007 and 2008, from 1,674 to 
2,563. a 10% premium discount is also available for leed-certified homes and 
businesses. desjardins is keeping up its business intelligence activities to determine 
how it can best support this emerging market. 

Supporting a cause with an affinity credit card

desjardins offers a line of Visa desjardins credit cards that allow cardholders 
to support social or environmental organizations such as oxFam-québec or 
the Fondation de la faune du Québec. desjardins card services is committed 
to paying a percentage of the total amount of purchases made with the card 
to the corresponding organization. in some cases, an annual donation to the 
organization is charged to the card. For a complete list of Visa desjardins affinity 
cards, visit www.desjardins.com/en/VISA.

encouraging low environmental impact service delivery

since the way members carry out their financial transactions has an impact on the 
environment, either because they drove a car to make their transactions or because 
they used paper as part of the process, desjardins has made an effort to promote 
more ecological solutions. 

in 2008, desjardins launched its campaign to encourage the use of accèsd’s 
virtual services and continued promoting the online statement through the 
eco-friendly statement challenge. an ecological footprint simulator was even 
made available to members on the desjardins.com site so they could evaluate the 
environmental impact of their regular transactions with desjardins. the simulator 
received almost 3,000 hits in 2008. 

under the eco-Friendly statement challenge, members of desjardins caisses 
were invited to opt for online account statements, accessible via accèsd internet, 
thereby replacing all their paper account statements or booklets, including their 
Visa desjardins statement. through a program initiated by the Jour de la Terre 
organization, desjardins committed to planting one tree for each participant. 
by the end of the program in 2008, the objective to plant 100,000 trees in 
three years had been greatly surpased, with 141,764 participants, which will 
result in the planting of the same number of trees. through this initiative, 
desjardins will have reforested the equivalent of nearly 179 football fields in 
all regions of québec, as well as in ontario, and will have reduced its annual 
paper consumption by close to 7 million sheets. 

Financial security products

meanwhile, desjardins Financial security’s critical illness plus – with home 
care services coverage is unique on the market. with this coverage, you can 
be reimbursed for costs incurred for the following home-care services: domestic 
chores, caretaking and related support, meal preparation and basic hygiene 
assistance; certain nursing care services may also be reimbursed. a total of 
22 critical illnesses and two surgical procedures are covered. it is the only 
insurance that covers serious complications caused by four infectious diseases: 
west nile virus, lyme disease, e. Coli infection and flesh-eating bacteria.

the desjardins caisses also offer members a form of life insurance that is the 
only of its kind on the market, allowing subscribers to pay a very low premium 
to obtain a small amount of coverage ($10,000). nearly 400,000 savings accounts 
are insured under this plan, which allows members to cover funeral-related costs 
and the financial obligations of the deceased, among other things. 

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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OUR CHALLeNGe wITH ReSPeCT TO SOCIALLY AND eNVIRONmeNTALLY ReSPONSIbLe PRODUCTS

to further develop the offer of products and services with socially responsible and sustainable development features for individuals and businesses and to make 
such products and services more accessible.

OUR ACHIeVemeNTS

microcredit and solidarity products  2008  2007  2006

Desjardins mutual Assistance Funds (DmAFs)
participating caisses   59.4 %  55 %  44 %
number of loans granted through a dmaF   672   629   554
amounts lent through a dmaF  $ 409,712  $  366,324  $ 309,664

microcredit
participating caisses  5 %  4.7 %  4.5 %
Financing granted  $ 208,055  $ 172,854  $ 101,523

Créavenir
participating caisses  16 %  5 %  1 %
loan amounts  $ 160,156  $ 46,000  $ 41,500
subsidy amounts  $ 55,350  $ 21,900  $ 17,500

Performance of socially responsible funds  2008  2007  2006

Desjardins environment Fund
monetary value (in millions) $ 91.77  $ 123.9  $ 110.29
number of unitholders   19,336   18,169   18,881

Desjardins ethical Canadian balanced Fund5

monetary value (in millions) $ 15.98  $ 18.5  $ 14.82
number of unitholders   3,265   3,360   3,066

5  the desjardins ethical canadian balanced Fund is now known as the societerra secure market portfolio, following changes to its investment objective submitted for approval at a special meeting for shareholders on 
november 7, 2008. societerra is a socially responsible mutual fund investment concept comprised of four portfolios, each based on a different investor profile.

the desJaRdins enViRonment  
Fund and the desJaRdins  
québec balanced Fund 

both ReceiVed 2008

Lipper Fund 
AwArds.

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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membeR SATISFACTION

desjardins aims to be the number one financial institution in terms of satisfying the 
needs of its individual and business members. desjardins Group in fact adopted 
a model called the “desjardins performance triangle” that places member and 
client satisfaction at the top of the pyramid, supported by productivity and positive 
returns for members and by the satisfaction and motivation of its officers and 
employees. this frame of reference is based on desjardins Group’s cooperative 
identity and permanent values.

Overall satisfaction

to maintain balance in the triangle, desjardins Group conducts surveys on 
member satisfaction and aspects in need of improvement each year.   

in 2008, members were surveyed on the following seven aspects of service: 
consideration, responsiveness, professionalism, efficiency, accessibility, courtesy 
and confidentiality. For individual and business members alike, the overall 
satisfaction indicator increased by one point for “very satisfied” members.

Satisfaction with respect to the cooperative difference

each year, members are also surveyed on their satisfaction with respect to 
desjardins Group’s cooperative difference. this survey addresses social accessibility, 
the primacy of members’ interests, the ability to influence major decisions, 
community involvement, information related to finances and the financial 
advantage of doing business with a caisse or a business centre.

in 2008, 46,350 individual members and 1,497 business members took part 
in the survey. the satisfaction index has been on the rise for the last three years, 
both for individuals and for businesses. in the overall population, one in three 
québec residents referred to the cooperative nature of the caisses when asked 
to differentiate between desjardins and the banks. this proportion is trending 
upward but remains relatively low. 

Individuals

Businesses

2006 2007 2008
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6
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membeR SATISFACTION6

(% of “very satisfied” members)

Individuals

Businesses

Cooperation as a distinctive aspect

2006 2007 2008
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SATISFACTION wITH ReSPeCT TO 
THe COOPeRATIVe DIFFeReNCe

(% of “very satisfied” members)

6 the 2006 satisfaction index used our previous accessibility measurements.

OUR CHALLeNGe wITH ReSPeCT TO membeR SATISFACTION

to have a greater proportion of members and clients, as well as the general public, understand and realize the advantages of cooperation and its positive effect 
on individuals and communities.

OUR ACHIeVemeNTS

THe DeSJARDINS  
PeRFORmANCe TRIANGLe

Member and client  
satisfaction

Employee and 
officer satisfaction 

and motivation

Productivity and 
returns for 

member-owners

in 2008,  

71% OF membeRS 
consideRed it an  

adVantaGe that the caisses  
weRe coopeRatiVes.  

this Rate Reached 47%  
amonG non-membeRs.
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COOPeRATe  
TO SHAPe  
OUR DeSTINY  
wITH OUR 
COmmUNITIeS 
cooperating means pooling our strengths to achieve common 
objectives. by doing business with their local caisse, every 
desjardins Group member contributes to the economic and social 
development of their community, and by participating in caisse 
democracy, they have a greater say in sustainable development 
initiatives—which makes being a member of desjardins a responsible 
consumer choice. through the commitment of its 5.8 million 
members, desjardins Group can continue to work towards 
achieving major collective goals.

✓✓✓✓ R ate th is document

For 40 years, desjardins has been supporting 
the creation and consolidation of financial 
institutions in many developing and emerging 
countries. this Vietnamese rice noodle 
merchant is one of the millions of people 
in over 20 countries who have benefited from 
financial products and services through the 
approximately 2,000 community credit unions 
supported by développement international 
desjardins (did).

since 2008, desjardins Group employees and management staff have taken up the Défi Vélo 
desjardins bike tour challenge to give hope to children with cancer. all money raised goes to help 
these children and is handed over to the pediatric oncology unit of the Fondation du Centre 
hospitalier universitaire de Québec.

Ranked  
20th amonG the 

beST 50 
CORPORATe 

CITIzeNS
in canada FoR 2008 

accoRdinG to  
CorPorATe KnIghTs 

maGazine7

7 desjardins ranked 24th in the 2009 edition of this list.
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PARTICIPATING IN LOCAL DeVeLOPmeNT

through their contribution to the local community development Fund (cdF), 
the caisses can take action to support the socioeconomic development of 
their community.

caisse members vote democratically at the annual general meeting (aGm) on 
the amount to be paid into the cdF using the funds available for member dividends. 
in this way, they can contribute to the creation of influential projects that meet 
the needs of their local community. in 2008, 84% of caisses had a cdF and 
collectively they paid $38.6 million into that fund at their aGms.

PARTICIPATING IN ReGIONAL DeVeLOPmeNT 

desjardins Group actively participates in the development of all regions of québec 
and certain parts of ontario. to facilitate regional discussions and exchanges, 
and to develop regional development strategies, the caisses are grouped into 
17 councils of representatives, made up of the region's elected officers and caisse 
general managers. 

spread throughout the regional territories, the business centres are also effective 
tools for regional development since they support smes through a specialized 
offer of financial products and services. 

Venture capital investments

For the past 35 years, desjardins has also made venture capital available to 
entrepreneurs, along with strategic support, through its desjardins Venture capital 
(dVc) subsidiary. it encourages the creation of value within companies, while 
helping them accelerate their growth and development, taking into account 
desjardins Group’s institutional policy with respect to sustainable development. 

over the course of 2008, desjardins Group’s venture capital investment activities 
generated a number of positive economic spinoffs in the regions where our 
partner companies do business. thus, in addition to strengthening employment 
and creating jobs, these investments will help develop expertise, promote the 
emergence of leaders in various fields, and encourage economic activity that 
is essential to the vitality of the regions.

moreover, through its capital régional et coopératif desjardins fund under 
management, specifically created to support business start-ups and the growth 
and innovation of manufacturing companies in the regions, dVc is recognized 
as being the venture capital company with the strongest presence in québec’s 
resource regions: abitibi-témiscamingue, bas-saint-laurent, côte-nord, Gaspésie—
Îles-de-la-madeleine, mauricie, nord-du-québec and saguenay—lac-saint-Jean.

nearly $73 million in commitments were made in 2008 to companies operating 
in various business sectors, for total investment assets of $526 million. included 
among these business sectors is renewable energy, with $11.4 million in 
investments. dVc now supports 313 entrepreneurs across québec, thereby 
helping to create or maintain over 34,000 jobs.

in québec, where business transfer has become a key economic issue, dVc, 
through its investments, has helped to maintain companies and jobs in the regions 
where they were founded and continue to grow. through these transactions, 
which bridge two generations of entrepreneurs, company founders can retire 
with their assets secured and their business in the hands of a solid and talented 
management team that otherwise would not have had the financial means 
to take up the torch. since 2005, dVc has coordinated 72 business transfers, 
including four buyouts.

Intercooperation

convinced that cooperation is a valuable tool for the development of individuals 
and communities, desjardins Group has set up a unique offer of services to 
support the creation of new cooperatives.

also, in 2008, dVc helped a number of companies set up worker shareholder 
cooperatives. not only does this approach demonstrate the cooperative difference 
but it also encourages wealth-sharing by allowing all employees to become co-owners 
of the business they work for, alongside the existing management team and dVc. 
these new cooperatives help make a difference to their local economy. this was 
exactly the case for drummondville-based Fempro in 2008, less than a year after 
their buyout by dVc. nearly 93% of Fempro’s employees wanted to be a part 
of this major cooperative project, which enabled them to become shareholders 
in partnership with desjardins and the existing management team. 

caisse centrale desjardins, for its part, finances agri-food, financial, forestry 
and funeral cooperatives. meanwhile, in 2008, capital régional et coopératif 
desjardins had 12 cooperatives in its investment portfolio. 

SUSTAINAbLe 
INVeSTING

a group of employee shareholders from 
drummondville-based Fempro.
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OUR CHALLeNGe wITH ReSPeCT TO SUSTAINAbLe INVeSTING

to successfully support the growth of businesses specializing in green technologies by diligently and prudently managing the development risks for this market.

OUR ACHIeVemeNTS

Community Development Fund (CDF) 
(in millions of $ and as a %) 2008  2007  2006

percentage of caisses that have a cdF  84.2 %  87.7 %  86 %
total cdF balance at the end of the year $ 86.6  $ 75.2  $ 66
amounts paid into cdFs during the year  38.6   35.3   31.9
amounts paid to support initiatives  27.3   26.2   20.9

Desjardins Venture Capital 
(in millions of $) 2008  2007  2006

Venture capital assets invested in the regions $ 526  $ 522  $ 494
assets invested in cooperatives or other companies located in resource regions  122   117   122

Social entreprises

Environment management

Renewable energy

2006 2007 2008

$
6

$
1

1

$
2

.1

$
2

.7

$
1

1
.4

DeSJARDINS VeNTURe CAPITAL 
INVeSTmeNTS bY SeCTOR8

(in millions of $)

8  investments in environment management and social enterprises were not followed prior to 2008.
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eDUCATION 

desjardins Group has been involved in education since its very beginning. 
it continues this tradition in a number of ways, including by teaching young 
people good savings habits, encouraging youth to stay in school and supporting 
higher education and entrepreneurship. 

School and Student Caisse programs

because it is never too early to learn about savings, the desjardins caisses continue 
to offer the school caisse program in some 1,200 elementary schools, as they 
have done for the past 100 years. moreover, approximately 80 secondary schools 
in québec and ontario also offer the educational student caisse program, which 
is a mini credit union managed and run by students at the school. Finally, under 
a partnership agreement with the réseau intercollégial des activités socioculturelles 
du Québec (Riasq), desjardins is present in 58 French-language colleges out 
of a potential 69. the caisses have taken part in activities coordinated by Riasq 
for the past 12 years.

the success achieved by desjardins in its initiatives to educate young people 
about saving money is largely due to the collaboration of the schools themselves, 
which help keep the tradition going. 

encouraging youth to stay in school

desjardins Group is involved in a variety of initiatives that every day encourage 
young people to persevere with their efforts to stay in school and reward their 
academic success. desjardins Group’s commitment in this regard is illustrated 
through the support it provides to various organizations and programs working 
to ensure young people from all backgrounds make it successfully through 
the educational system. 

always close to its members, the cooperative network takes an active role in 
financially supporting various local initiatives, whether one-time events or long-term 
commitments, in partnership with schools and school boards. these agreements 
make it possible to expand the services offered by schools to meet the specific needs 
of young people who are experiencing learning difficulties or whose attendance 
at school is compromised. whether it be through acquiring new teaching tools, 
hiring specialized staff, organizing motivational activities for youth or offering 
scholarships, the support the desjardins caisses offer their community provides 
young people with favourable conditions for a brighter future.

brundtland Green Schools

desjardins Group is a proud partner of the brundtland Green schools (bGs). 
a bGs is a school where people think globally and act locally in order to create 
a viable future. it’s a place where people take concrete and ongoing action to help 
build an environmentally friendly, peaceful, united and democratic world. it’s a school 
that highlights the commitment of young people and adults by publicizing and 
gaining social recognition for their actions. in québec, over 1,200 elementary and 
secondary schools have signed on to the program since it was created in 1993.

Support for higher education and entrepreneurship 

Fondation desjardins grants more university scholarships than any other private 
foundation in québec. the Fondation awards prizes for cooperative education 
projects and to entrepreneurs who demonstrate excellence among québec and 
ontario businesses. it also rewards non-profit organizations that demonstrate 
outstanding contributions to the community in the following areas: youth assistance, 
senior citizen assistance, sustainable development, community economic 
development, community development and cultural services. in 2008, the 
Fondation created a new $20,000 philosophy, education and culture scholarship 
to support philosophical research on the most pressing issues in education 
and training. Recent decisions also make it possible to announce an increase 
in the amount of certain Fondation scholarships, to $7,500 at the master’s 
level and $10,000 at the doctorate level, starting in 2009.

VISA Desjardins debt prevention program 

a specialized group of eight staff, known as the “FRis” (fraud-recovery-strategic 
initiative) team works in the portfolio management department. their mandate 
is to take preventive measures for clients whose account activities seem to point 
to financial problems or risk of fraud due to payments by nsF cheques. Various 
elements are assessed in order to identify these accounts (unusual cash advances, 
payments by cheque for abnormally high amounts, indication of unfavourable 
risk, change in credit habits observed in credit file, etc.). 

part of the communication procedure involves educating clients about sound 
credit practices and helping them to better manage their personal finances. 
special attention is paid to younger clients.

in may 2009, for example, out of more than 3,000 files assessed, the FRis 
team identified 1,426 holders as being at greater risk for running into financial 
problems, after analyzing various elements (credit file, use of the account, 
exchange of information with the account holder and/or with the caisse). 
this allowed the team to introduce preventive measures to stop those clients 
from falling further into debt (e.g. limiting future credit limit increases, limiting 
cash advance possibilities, reducing credit limits and closing certain accounts 
for preventive reasons).

COmmUNITY 
INVOLVemeNT
desjardins has identified 
“educating people, particularly 
members, officers and employees, 
about democracy, economics, 
solidarity, and individual and 
collective responsibility” as a 
catalyst towards accomplishing its 
mission. beyond the sponsorships 
and donations awarded in all 
areas, part of which is intended 
for sustainable development 
initiatives, desjardins also focuses 
on developing the knowledge, 
awareness and commitment 
of its members in order to 
take on economic, social and 
environmental challenges.

desjardins Group’s educational activities have 
grown considerably since the beginning, 
and are particularly evident in its support 
for various organizations and programs 
targeting academic success and keeping 
kids of all backgrounds in school.
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OUR CHALLeNGe wITH ReSPeCT TO eDUCATION

to ensure the long-term survival of the school caisse, which is both a tool for teaching young people about good savings habits and an expression  
of social responsibility. 

OUR ACHIeVemeNTS

School Caisse program9  2008  2007  2006

caisses offering the school caisse program  79 %  76 %  74 %
schools participating in the school caisse program   1,200   1,100   1,100
total value of youth dividends paid to school caisse members (youth aged 5 to 14)  $  337,779  $  285,789  $  265,430

9 data based on voluntary survey carried out among the caisses.

Scholarships and awards granted by Fondation Desjardins10 2008  2007  2006

Total number of scholarships and awards granted  315   350   354
university scholarships  $ 431,700  $ 416,375  $ 404,000
scholarships to support training (other than university)   71,680   64,600   68,150
scholarships focusing on cooperative spirit   35,700   79,500   72,500
Recognition awards for volunteering   33,500   33,500   25,000
awards to support entrepreneurship (including sustainable development)   70,000   90,000   85,000
Total value of scholarships and awards granted  $ 642,580  $ 683,975  $ 654,650

10 this data does not include scholarship programs offered by the caisses, the Fcdq or the subsidiaries.

Scholarships granted by the caisses 2008  2007  2006

total number of scholarships  2,342   2,652   1,923
total value of scholarships $ 1,403,977  $ 1,131,400  $ 925,079

SPONSORSHIPS AND DONATIONS

Granting sponsorships and donations is one of the means by which desjardins 
makes a tangible contribution to the community. naturally in tune with the 
needs of their members and local organizations, the caisses and other desjardins 
components paid a total of over $80.1 million to community organizations 
in 2008, of which $68.1 million was granted directly by the caisses to organizations 
within their own community. 

thus, the sponsorships and donations granted by desjardins promote the 
economic development of communities and regions by financially supporting 
local partners and organizations involved in cooperative, economic, educational, 
cultural, humanitarian, social, environmental or sports activities. 

desjardins Group’s management of sponsorships and donations is governed 
by a policy based on respect for the values, principles and rules inherent to its 
Code of ethics and Professional Conduct.

Supporting  
positive initiatives

desjardins Group believes 

that sustainable development 

and social responsibility 

derive from positive values 

that deserve to be encouraged 

and supported, rather than 

imposed by coercion. it is 

in this spirit that desjardins 

has developed various means 

to encourage members, 

clients and employees to 

take steps that will help 

ensure the long-term survival 

of our communities. 

with the desjardins 

sustainable development 

prizes, desjardins Group, 

in collaboration with 

bell canada, recognizes 

businesses that demonstrate 

effective management, 

sound governance and 

social responsibility. to be 

considered for one of 

these awards, a company 

must show solid financial 

performance and contribute 

to the well-being of their 

community or environment 

through an approach based 

on sustainable development.
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OUR CHALLeNGe wITH ReSPeCT TO SPONSORSHIPS AND DONATIONS

to integrate sustainable development concepts at every step of our activities relating to our sponsorships and donations, from the selection of activities to raising 
awareness among organizers and participants.

OUR ACHIeVemeNTS

Sponsorships and donations by sector11 
(in millions of $) 2008  2007  2006

arts and culture $ 10.4  $ 8.5  $ 5.6
Regional economic development  17.9   15.2   18.9
education  10.7   12.2   7.4
mutual assistance and solidarity  9.1   6.5   7.3
health and well-being  21.9   19.6   16.1
sports and recreation  8.7   8.5   8.1
environment  1.4   1.2   0.5
Total $ 80.1  $ 71.7  $ 63.9

11 includes scholarships granted by Fondation desjardins.
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12 according to data available as at march 1, 2009.
13  the overall profitability of desjardins Group was significantly affected by certain specific items in fiscal 2008, namely the asset-backed commercial paper (abcp) crisis and the financial crisis, and totalled $1.17 billion after 

income taxes. if these items are excluded, surplus earnings after taxes and before member dividends would have reached $1.25 billion. exceptionally, in 2008, surplus earnings after taxes and before member dividends 
totalled $78 million, while the amount paid out in donations reached $80.1 million. 

DISTRIbUTION OF SPONSORSHIPS 
AND DONATIONS bY SeCTOR

Health and well-being (27%)

Regional economic 
development (22%)

Arts and culture (13%)

Education (13%)

Mutual assistance 
and solidarity (12%)

Sports and recreation (11%)

Environment (2%)

madama butterfly at the opéra de montréal

tennis canada’s Rogers cup in toronto

Festival en chanson de petite-Vallée 
song Fest in Gaspésie

Festival western saint-tite
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Financial support

inter-cooperation is another of the seven cooperative principles that are recognized 
and promoted worldwide by the international co-operative alliance (ica). in 
keeping with this principle, desjardins Group shares its cooperative expertise and 
contributes financially to a number of groups that are dedicated to inter-
cooperation and its development and which promote cooperative education in 
québec, canada and around the world. here are just some of the organizations 
with which desjardins is involved: 

n Conseil québécois de la coopération et de la mutualité (cqcm)

n Fédération des coopératives de développement régional du Québec

n Fondation pour l’éducation à la coopération et à la mutualité

n réseau d’investissement social du Québec

n several university chairs devoted to the study of cooperation 

n Conseil de la coopération de l’ontario

n Conseil canadien de la coopération et de la mutualité (cccm)

n international co-operative alliance (ica), which represents cooperative 
businesses in all sectors of activity and their 800 million members 

n international confederation of popular banks (icpb)

n international co-operative banking association (icba)

n americas association of cooperative / mutual insurance societies

n international cooperative and mutual insurance Federation (icmiF)

in terms of support for cooperative entrepreneurship, desjardins is a major 
financial partner of the école des jeunes créateurs de coopératives, contributing 
$35,000 per year to this organization. the two-year pilot project inaugurated in 
2008 offers young people between the ages of 18 and 35 two weeks of training 
on cooperative start-ups. it is proving highly successful, with three cooperative 
projects already launched by the first session’s participants.

in addition to desjardins Group’s financial contribution to several of the organizations 
mentioned above, the substantial investments it has made in terms of human and 
technical resources to actively support them should also be mentioned. desjardins 
Group’s leadership is well known and respected in the québec, canadian and 
international cooperative communities, whose main challenge resides in continuously 
promoting greater solidarity within the cooperative movement. Finally, in addition 
to its contribution to various international affiliations in 2008, desjardins Group 
helped strengthen the cooperative economic model by sharing its know-how 
with some 200 foreign visitors from all corners of the world.

Sharing our cooperative know-how throughout the world

desjardins Group believes that cooperation is the ideal tool to help people take 
charge of their finances and become the agents of their own long-term development. 
as a financial cooperative, desjardins Group’s know-how and expertise have 
long been known and recognized outside the country. through the work of its 
component développement international desjardins (did), desjardins has been 
able to offer technical and investment support services in the microfinance sector 
in developing and emerging countries for the past 40 years. an international 
leader in this field, did supports the creation, consolidation and specialization 
of sustainable networks of financial institutions rooted in their communities. 
did is present in nearly 25 countries in africa, latin america, the caribbean, 
asia, central europe and eastern europe. 

did’s expertise gives the world’s poorest communities the means to organize 
themselves and meet their own needs (www.did.qc.ca).

Cooperation in action: The example of burkina Faso

over 1.1 million members and clients: that’s the exceptional 

threshold that was crossed at the end of 2008 by the réseau 

des caisses populaires du Burkina (Rcpb), the main distributor 

of locally-based financial services in burkina Faso and a partner 

of développement international desjardins (did) since the creation 

of the very first caisse in 1972. 

this is a tremendous accomplishment for the did network, which 

offers the country’s least fortunate populations access to savings, 

credit and insurance services. with its 148 service outlets located 

in 42 of the 45 provinces of burkina Faso, Rcpb has assets of 

c$158 million—a remarkable performance in a country where 

80% of the population lives in rural areas, with 51% under the 

poverty line. 

in burkina Faso, as in the 25 or so other countries where did works 

to support the creation and consolidation of local financial services 

institutions, the social impact of those institutions is such that it not 

only influences the quality of life of its citizens but it also actively 

contributes to the economic development of the country itself.

SUPPORT  
FOR THe 
COOPeRATIVe 
mOVemeNT  
AT HOme  
AND AbROAD
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OUR CHALLeNGe wITH ReSPeCT TO SUPPORTING THe COOPeRATIVe mOVemeNT

to maintain a pertinent international service offer that is in step with the rapid growth and development of the constantly evolving community-based financial 
services sector.

OUR ACHIeVemeNTS

 2008  2007  2006

Annual financial support for the cooperative movement14 $ 1,046,255  $ 946,734  $ 924,005

14 includes financial contributions by the Fédération des caisses desjardins du québec, the Fédération des caisses populaires de l’ontario, desjardins Financial security and desjardins General insurance Group.

Contribution to the development of financial cooperatives  
in emerging countries 2008 15 2007  2006

number of members or clients of institutions partnering  
with développement international desjardins  6,141,677   4,085,196   3,144,071
Volume of savings for these institutions (in millions) $ 1,928  $ 1,274  $ 794
Volume of credit granted (in millions) $ 2,061  $ 1,316  $ 735 
percentage of members or clients who are women  36.2 %  41.1 %  40.5 %

15 these figures correspond to results as at december 31, 2008, while those published in the desjardins Group annual Report correspond to results as at June 30, 2008.

by transferring its knowledge and 
expertise, développement international 
desjardins enables people in many 
developing and emerging countries to 
benefit from financial services adapted 
to their situation. the photos above 
illustrate three typical examples: automated 
transactions make the work of this malian 
credit union employee easier, so that she 
can focus on better meeting members’ 
needs; this tea leaf producer from Ruaha, 
tanzania has access to financing thanks to 
his local sacco co-op; and finally, a haitian 
employee presents the latest technology 
implemented at her caisse populaire: a chip 
card used by members.
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desjardins Group’s commercial activities can also have major social and 
environmental spinoffs, both positive and negative. as a socially responsible 
organization, desjardins believes it has a duty to make sure all of its activities 
have as positive an impact as possible.

eCONOmIC SPINOFFS FOR qUÉbeC

desjardins Group actively participates in québec’s economic growth in numerous 
ways. however, its economic impact is most easily measurable through its regular 
business activities, as shown by a desjardins economic studies paper published 
in 2008, which analyzed desjardins Group’s operating expenses in québec 
for 2006.

the results show that desjardins Group’s operations in the province represented 
an economic benefit, in terms of added value, that exceeded $4.8 billion in 2006, 
taking into account direct, indirect and induced effects. this figure represented 
1.84% of québec’s total Gdp at basic prices. it was also equivalent to 67,551 jobs 
(person-years), counting all those who depend in one way or another on desjardins 
Group’s activities in québec, i.e. just under 2% of all jobs in québec, or about 1 in 
every 50 jobs.

more than 80% of these jobs were attributable to the desjardins caisse network 
and to its support and governance body in québec. desjardins Group’s activities 
on québec soil also account for provincial government inputs of around $1 billion 
in income and other taxes. on the federal side, the government’s income is buoyed 
by around $470 million. these sums are far from negligible when one considers 
that $1 billion represents 1.7% of québec’s total budget income, and 2.1% of its 
independent income for the 2006-2007 budget year.

ImPACT OF FINANCING ACTIVITIeS ON CLImATe CHANGe

as a financial institution, desjardins Group is aware that its impact on the climate 
is more due to its commercial activities than to its operational activities. its own 
activities generate few greenhouse gases, but it does invest in companies that may 
have a much greater climate impact. desjardins therefore shares some responsibility, 
albeit indirectly, in those emissions. in order to provide a framework for the overall 
management of the risks of its activities on climate change, desjardins will draw 
up a policy on this issue in its next strategic plan.

in 2008, desjardins provided the Rainforest action network with information 
concerning its investment activities as part of a study on the financing of fossil 
fuels by canadian financial institutions.16 according to the results of the study, 
desjardins has the second lowest climate impact related to the financing 
of companies that produce fossil fuels, such as oil, natural gas and coal.

INDIReCT  
ImPACT
desjardins Group creates economic 
spinoffs and is a source of wealth 
generation in all the areas it serves, 
as much in the outlying areas as 
in urban centres. this is especially 
true in québec and also elsewhere 
in canada through the cooperative 
network in ontario and its insurance 
and wealth management activities.

desjardins Group’s activities bring major 
economic benefits to québec, as elsewhere 
in canada. the province’s economy thus 
enjoys positive spinoffs that represent 
1.84% of the province’s total gross 
domestic product. moreover, desjardins 
is the source of 67,551 direct, indirect 
and induced jobs—equivalent to about 
1 in every 50 positions. photo: andré Ride
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16  Financing of fossil fuels and renewable energy by canadian banks, profundo economic Research, 
www.climatefriendlybanking.org.
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THe eNVIRONmeNT
since 2005, all of desjardins 
has been guided in its actions 
and its decision-making processes 
by a sustainable development 
policy that includes a number of 
guidelines. desjardins Group also 
adheres to the principles of the 
united nations’ unep statement 
by Financial institutions on the 
environment and sustainable 
development (unep Fi).

as proof of its commitment, desjardins Group integrated sustainable development 
into its 2006–2008 strategic plan and pursued this policy in 2008 by setting 
up a task force to look at social responsibility and sustainable development, the 
recommendations of which are being analyzed by all the desjardins caisses. at the 
time of the hewitt survey, which was completed by more than 15,500 desjardins 
employees, 90% said they were ready to support desjardins Group in its 
sustainable development initiatives. 

SUSTAINAbLe DeVeLOPmeNT POLICY

desjardins Group activities targeted by this policy are those related to its roles 
as a manufacturer and distributor of financial products, an investment manager, 
a venture capital investor, an institutional consumer of goods and services, 
an international development agent and a socially responsible organization. 
sustainable development issues are thus taken into account when drawing up 
policies, practices, standards, the products and services of desjardins Group 
components, as well as their application and marketing. in cases of uncertainty 
with respect to the impact of a decision, desjardins Group applies the precautionary 
principle, so as to minimize the risk of serious or irreversible damage.

the policy’s implementation is handled by the cooperative support division and 
secretariat General, which is responsible for bringing the management teams of 
the various desjardins components and staff members to rally around desjardins 
Group’s overall objectives for sustainable development.

desjardins did not wait for a precise diagnosis of its environmental performance 
before taking action. desjardins first prioritized its role as an institutional consumer 
of goods and services, taking into account the major gains that this allows it to 
make with respect to environmental, social and economic issues (the three spheres 
of sustainable development). desjardins thus leads by example, especially with 
respect to its suppliers and the companies with which it does business.

desjardins Group became the first private institution to sign on to the “change the world, one step 

at a time” campaign organized by équiterre. in the past year, desjardins put concrete measures in place 

to reduce business travel and gas consumption, support responsible purchasing and local agriculture, 

improve energy efficiency and management of residual materials, and encourage the social involvement 

of employees. the campaign, which was initially launched within desjardins Group’s support and governance 

body and its components, will be gradually extended in 2009 to the caisse network, who will be invited 

to adopt measures according to their local situation and drawing on the guidelines that will be included 

in the desjardins Group strategic plan.

as an institutional consumer of goods and services, desjardins has three priorities:

n Responsible procurement 

n Residual materials management 

n energy efficiency (property and transportation)

ReSPONSIbLe PROCURemeNT

Responsible procurement policy

a responsible procurement policy that mirrors the desjardins Group sustainable 
development policy has been in effect since 2006. efforts are ongoing to ensure 
that in the long term, the “life cycle” philosophy becomes a concrete part of 
its processes and procedures as well as of the activities of desjardins procurement 
agents. desjardins Group suppliers will also be made aware of this concept, 
as they will be asked to produce an environmental statement for their products.

questions relating to the social responsibility of suppliers are already included in 
desjardins Group’s calls for tender, and work is under way with some existing suppliers 
for major projects to provide them with guidance on sustainable development 
issues. in addition, the desjardins promotional items catalogue and the desjardins 
bonusdollaRs catalogue (the loyalty program for Visa desjardins credit 
card holders) have been reviewed to promote items with features that keep 
with the organization’s stand on social responsibility and the principles of 
sustainable development.

Fair trade coffee

as part of the “change the world, one step at a time” campaign, desjardins 
is committed to encouraging the consumption of fair trade coffee. to do so, 
the coffee made available to the 11,000 desjardins employees in lévis and 
montréal is now certified fair trade.

environmentally friendly paper

the desjardins paper challenge, launched in 2005, targeted an overall reduction 
of 15% in paper consumption for internal use and a 15% increase in the amount 
of recycled paper used. having reached those targets, desjardins Group wanted to 
go further, and so took the necessary measures to ensure that, as of January 2009, 
it would only purchase paper with 100% post-consumer fibre for internal and 
commercial use. already, in 2008, 70% of the paper purchased by desjardins 
was recycled paper.

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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OUR CHALLeNGe wITH ReSPeCT TO ReSPONSIbLe PROCURemeNT

to lead all desjardins Group components to voluntarily make the move to responsible consumption insofar as their means will allow.

OUR ACHIeVemeNTS

Paper consumption17 2008  2007  2006

total usage – internal and commercial activities (in tonnes)  4,292   4,182   4,302
percentage of recycled paper  70 %  57 %  26 %

17 based on data from desjardins Group’s main suppliers and results of a voluntary survey among the caisses.

ReSIDUAL mATeRIALS mANAGemeNT

in 2008, desjardins made a commitment to recyc-Québec to promote the 
ICI on reCYCLe! recycling program in its components and to gradually implement 
it throughout the organization. steps are being undertaken to meet the level 2 
criteria required by recyc-Québec for nearly a dozen desjardins Group buildings. 
also, with a view to reducing waste at source, styrofoam cups were withdrawn 
from a number of desjardins Group offices. this means 400,000 fewer styrofoam 
cups will be thrown away each year.

desjardins has suspended the publication of its waste management performance 
while it sets up a program that will enable a more thorough ecological footprint 
analysis and the creation of a data collection system that meets its requirements.

Cell phone recovery

since october 2007, desjardins has partnered with bell canada to offer cell 
phone users a fast and secure means of disposing of their outdated phones. 
the caisses, business centres and other desjardins components installed recovery 
stations in more than 480 locations in québec and ontario. the net earnings 
from the re-sale and recycling of cell phones are given to wwF-canada, an 
organization dedicated to protecting nature and the environment. in 2008, 
1,778 cell phones were recovered throughout the cooperative network, which 
translated into a donation of $2,134 to wwF-canada.

eco-friendly events

since 2006, most major events and meetings held by desjardins have been 
eco-friendly. this requires thorough consideration of all event activities, from design 
to execution, in order to limit the volume of residual materials and greenhouse 
gases. any unavoidable travel by motor vehicle is compensated for by planting 
trees or purchasing carbon credits. moreover, excess food from these events is 
distributed to community organizations, through a partnership with La Tablée 
des chefs. in 2008, nearly 6,000 people took part in the various environmentally 
responsible events organized by desjardins Group.

in order to facilitate the organization of these events, checklists were designed 
and made available to logistics teams in order to help them plan and manage 
such events, redistribute surplus food and select promotional items. in 2008, 
these checklists were distributed to cooperative development advisors and used 
to prepare 10 of the 17 regional and group caisse general meetings.

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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OUR CHALLeNGe wITH ReSPeCT TO ReSIDUAL mATeRIALS mANAGemeNT

to deploy a desjardins-wide residual materials management program.

OUR ACHIeVemeNTS

Results for eco-friendly events 2008  2007  2006

number of eco-friendly events  
(greenhouse gas and residual materials management components)  4   2   1
number of events addressing the greenhouse gas component only  13   2   0
Rates for recycling or recovery of residual waste stemming from these events18  90 %  93.4 %  79.8 %
Greenhouse gas emissions compensated for by planting trees  
or purchasing carbon credits (tonnes of co

2
 equivalent)  402   235   124

18 For events including this component only.

CLImATe CHANGe

in adhering to québec’s commitment to support the kyoto protocol and by 
thus joining the fight against climate change, desjardins has shown that the 
environment is one of its top priorities.

measures in place to lessen our climate impact include: development of an energy 
efficiency program; implementation of a pilot project for energy and characterization 
audits for 15 buildings in the caisse network; strengthening of environmental 
measures included in the management staff automobile policy; partnership with 
the Association québécoise pour la maîtrise de l’énergie (aqme) and four other 
large companies to improve desjardins Group’s energy efficiency; and completion 
of a survey of 15,774 desjardins Group employees on their transportation habits 
from home to work, aimed at developing an alternative transportation strategy 
adapted to each region.

the climate impact of desjardins Group’s operations was assessed for a 
second consecutive year, with the addition of the climate impact related to paper 
consumption. as a financial institution, desjardins is a major consumer of paper, 
which represented 18.5% of its total greenhouse gas emissions in 2008. however, 
greenhouse gas emissions related to paper consumption have been reduced by 
nearly 30% since 2006—from 11,032 to 7,860 tonnes of co

2
 equivalent. this 

considerable decrease is a result of the measures taken by desjardins to switch 
to recycled paper, and it is largely due to that change that desjardins has seen 
its total climate impact decrease by 10% since 2006.

desjardins Group’s concern for the 
environment and for its own productivity 
is nothing new. since the beginning of 
the 1990s, the desjardins shuttle has 
been available to staff. this group transit 
solution enables employees to travel to 
and from the head office in lévis and the 
montréal offices, morning and evening, on 
a daily basis. in 2008, the desjardins shuttle 
made 790 trips for 15,772 employees. if 
each of those passengers had taken their 
own vehicles, an additional 600 tonnes 
of greenhouse gases would have been 
released into the atmosphere.

OUR CHALLeNGe wITH ReSPeCT TO CLImATe CHANGe

to deploy a desjardins-wide energy efficiency program.

OUR ACHIeVemeNTS

Greenhouse gas emissions in tonnes of CO2e
19 2008  2007  2006

direct emissions – car fleet, fuels  16,198   16,888   16,744
indirect emissions – electricity, steam  4,183   4,371   4,280
indirect emissions – rental vehicles, personal vehicles, air travel,  
desjardins shuttle, rented premises (fuels), paper20   22,037   25,121   26,303
Total GHG emissions   42,418   46,380   47,327
emission intensity (tonnes per employee)  1.02   1.16   1.19

19  evaluation based on the GhG protocol method and an internal audit. electricity and fuel conversion factors were updated according to the most recent environment canada report (national inventory Report: Greenhouse 
Gas sources and sinks in canada, 1990-2006), resulting in a revision of previously published data. data from the caisses are based on an annual voluntary census.

20 calculations based on the environmental defense Fund paper calculator.

Electricity (1,419,765 GJ)

Petroleum products (177,083 GJ)

Natural gas (161,457 GJ)

Steam (5,074 GJ)

eNeRGY CONSUmPTION 
bY SOURCe

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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COOPeRATING 
TO SHAPe 
OUR DeSTINY  
wITH OUR 
emPLOYeeS
human capital is one of the fundamental pillars of desjardins 
Group’s service logic. that is why the organization has always 
been careful to foster a dynamic, enjoyable and respectful 
work environment and to continuously encourage employee 
development both personally and professionally. the challenge 
of finding and retaining new talent pushes desjardins to continue 
these efforts. it is with this in mind that the “mobilizing all of 
desjardins: human capital, culture and Values” task force was 
assembled as part of the overall strategic reflection process 
begun in 2008.

ate th is document✓✓✓✓ R ate th is document

with nearly 42,000 employees, desjardins Group is a major private employer in canada and 
the largest in québec. desjardins employs over 25,000 people in the caisse network alone. 
above: employees from caisse desjardins de Granby—haute-yamaska and other desjardins 
components and business units in the region pose together in the new Carrefour de la coopération. 
photo: alain dion

desjardins Group’s employees ranked the 
organization among the 50 best employers 
in canada, a clear demonstration of their 
engagement towards providing desjardins 
members and clients with one of the most 
accessible and top-quality service offers 
on the market. photo: pierre Joosten

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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meANINGFUL ReCOGNITION

the recognition of desjardins Group as a best employer in canada for 2009 
according to the prestigious list published in report on Business magazine, 
distributed through The globe and Mail and La Presse, is tangible evidence of 
the engagement of desjardins employees. this honour and added visibility gives 
desjardins a certain nationwide advantage in attracting new talent. desjardins 
harnesses every resource at its disposal to retain happy employees who strive for 
their personal best. desjardins offers a stimulating work environment and a range 
of interesting development, training and life/work balance programs, as well as 
career opportunities enabling employees to acquire new skills and experiences 
in a cooperative work environment.

A stimulating work environment

desjardins Group stands out for the quality of its working conditions, particularly 
its competitive wages, personalized workspaces and the availability of technology 
to minimize commuting (working from home, teleconferencing, videoconferencing), 
as well as attractive retirement and benefits programs.

desjardins offers its employees a defined benefits pension plan. members and 
employers proportionally share the financing of new credited entitlements added 
to the plan each year. the overall cost sharing objective is 65% for employers 
and 35% for members. For more information, visit www.rcd-dgp.com.

desjardins Group employees consider their work environment to be respectful 
of them and their well-being. in the last hewitt associates employee engagement 
survey carried out in 2008, 87% of employees said that they felt respected by 
their colleagues, while 74% said that they were able to maintain a good balance 
between their professional obligations and personal responsibilities.

Training: more than an asset

in québec in 2008, desjardins invested more than 2.78% of its total payroll in 
training. more than 75% of employees who responded to the hewitt engagement 
survey believe desjardins strongly encourages employee training and development. 

the desjardins cooperative institute is a unique training facility that allows 
our elected officers and management staff to thoroughly absorb and apply 
the cooperative distinction and business culture that are unique to desjardins. 
the mission of this “business university” is to unite desjardins Group by helping 
to promote and spread desjardins Group’s values, vision, orientations and strategies. 
the institute provides a time and place where, based on a common understanding 
of the cooperative difference and the challenges facing desjardins Group, officers 
and managers from the various components can gather to exchange ideas, further 
their knowledge, develop actions and adopt desjardins governance and management 
practices, for the benefit of desjardins members and clients. across all programs, 
the satisfaction rate among the 750 participants in 2008 remained high, with an 
average of 98.3%.

Personalized careers

the 2008 visibility campaign aimed at promoting desjardins career opportunities 
saw spinoffs that exceeded all expectations, revealing marked interest in the company. 
in 2008, more than 137,319 applications were received to fill 4,108 available positions. 
the quality of working conditions and the availability of opportunities to grow 
within the company contributed to continually elevated employee retention rates 
in 2008, with only 4.7% voluntary departures.

HUmAN 
CAPITAL:   
OUR GReATeST 
ASSeT

Voluntary departures of regular employees21 2008  2007  2006

Regular employees who voluntarily left desjardins  4.7 %  4.9 %  4.0 %

21  does not include retirement. the method of calculating this indicator has been modified to agree with the saratoga benchmarking approach, which uses a denominator based on an average number of employees rather 
than the actual number at the end of the period. 

Inter-component mobility22 2008  2007  2006

employees filling regular positions and arriving from another desjardins component  5.7 %  5.8 %  6.2 %
senior executives  13.7   10.3   11.1
management employees  8.0   12.2   7.3
non-management employees  5.4   5.3   6.1

22 does not include mobility among the caisses, but includes mobility from a caisse to a subsidiary or to the Fcdq.

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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HUmAN CAPITAL RePReSeNTATION

at the heart of desjardins Group is the caisse network, which offers locally-based 
services to members. with more than 25,000 caisse employees across ontario 
and québec, desjardins is the financial institution with the largest presence across 
this territory.

employee distribution23 2008  2007  2006

by component
Fcdq 7,211 24 6,453  6,424
caisses  25,145   24,528   24,187
subsidiaries  9,565   9,702   9,374

by province
québec   39,119   37,959   37,305
    lévis-québec city  9,081   8,587   8,452
    Greater montréal  13,804   12,851   12,727
    other regions  16,234   16,521   16,126
ontario   2,650   2,585   2,545
other provinces  96   81   85
outside of canada  56   58   50

by status25

Regular  36,419   35,363   35,131
temporary  4,636   4,563   4,576

by job category25

senior management  757   834   840
management  2,568   2,473   2,341
non-management  37,730   36,619   35,800
Total   41,921   40,683   39,985

23 some previously published figures were altered to reflect changes or corrections made to the compilation methodology. 
24 the difference between 2007 and 2008 figures is largely due to employee transfers from the subsidiaries to the Fcdq for the shared services centre for back-office services – specialized savings products.
25 Figures for 2008 do not include data for 10 group caisses and four ontario caisses, while 2006 and 2007 figures did not include data for 14 group caisses and six ontario caisses.

Representation of young employees, age 30 and under 2008  2007  2006

total employees  18.5 %  18.8 %  18.3 %
senior management  0   0.1   0
management  2.4   2.8   2.7
non-management  20.0   20.3   19.7

Representation of women26 2008  2007  2006

senior management  19.2 %  19.1 %  19.3 %
management  56.9   56.2   54.9
non-management  78.7   79.3   79.3

26 some previously published figures were modified due to corrections.

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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ensuring fair representation of women  
in senior management positions

desjardins created a Gender equity committee to develop an action plan 
to increase the number of women among senior management staff while 
maintaining skills-based appointments.

n at desjardins in 2008, 62% of open management and 28% of open senior 
management positions were filled by women. identifying and developing 
individuals through the various succession programs thus helps increase 
the number of women in upper management positions.

n desjardins is the first canadian financial institution to elect a woman to head 
its organization. on march 15, 2008, monique F. leroux was elected chair 
of the board, president and ceo of desjardins Group.

n according to the hewitt survey, 83% of employees believe men and women 
have an equal opportunity to advance within desjardins Group.

n desjardins has also been a member of catalyst for several years and holds 
a seat on the canadian advisory board. catalyst is the leading non-profit 
corporate membership research and advisory organization working globally 
with businesses and professional groups to build inclusive environments 
and expand opportunities for women in businesses.

wHAT mAkeS US DIFFeReNT

the major trends observed in the last hewitt engagement survey in 2008 are 
positive. First off, considering the margin of error, overall results were in line with 
those from 2006. desjardins Group is especially satisfied with this performance, 
seeing as the engagement index for financial service providers has fallen 7% 
in the last two years.

secondly, 70% of employees believe desjardins motivates them to always do their 
best. they particularly appreciate the respectful work environment, management 
support, and life/work balance initiatives offered by their employer. they also 
recognize that desjardins strongly encourages employee training and development. 
Finally, they confirm that their benefits packages and pension plans meet their needs.

desjardins Group is therefore pleased to report that they have successfully met 
the goals outlined in the action plan drafted following the release of the initial 
survey results in 2006.

Cooperation leads to pride

a very high percentage of employees consulted—87%—are proud that desjardins 
Group is a part of the cooperative movement. they also recognize the efforts the 
organization is making to differentiate itself from its competitors. this is especially 
the case for its recent sustainable development initiatives, with 80% recognizing 
desjardins Group’s efforts and 90% prepared to do their share to ensure the 
success of these initiatives.

in terms of diversity, 78% of respondents recognize that desjardins is undertaking 
concrete actions to demonstrate its openness to diversity; 90% meanwhile 
understand the importance for a company to have personnel from diverse 
backgrounds, representative of the population.

moreover, in reviewing its group plans, desjardins has confirmed its willingness 
to do everything in its power to ensure the well-being and financial security of 
its employees and retirees. beyond the quality of protections offered by the plans, 
desjardins has made a considerable effort to ensure employees are well informed 
of the changes that have been made. in addition to providing written information, 
desjardins has held information sessions in 21 regions across québec and in ontario, 
reaching 15,000 employees and 3,000 management staff members. by reviewing 
its group plans, desjardins has undertaken changes aimed at retaining employees 
for the long term.

OUR CHALLeNGe wITH ReSPeCT TO HUmAN CAPITAL

to ensure greater integration of cultural communities among our staff.

OUR ACHIeVemeNTS

Finalist in 2008 for the québec government’s Prix égalité. election of the first woman as head of a major financial institution.

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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year after year, desjardins sets aside a considerable amount of money for the 
health and well-being of its employees. in 2008, approximately $6 million was 
invested in illness prevention and health and well-being programs and initiatives.

in striving for continuous improvement, desjardins has reviewed its entire approach 
to integrated health and disability management. the primary goal of this review 
was to improve the effectiveness and quality of actions taken for and with 
employees on sick leave by addressing deep-seated causes.

employee participation is important when it comes to activities promoting healthy 
lifestyle habits. the flu shot campaign held annually in many offices throughout 
desjardins Group enabled more than 11,000 employees to take pre-emptive 
measures against the flu in 2008. additionally, some 38% of employees have 
taken advantage of physical activity Fees Reimbursement policy.

a major partner of the 5/30 health challenge, desjardins registered a record 
number of officers, employees, family members and retirees in the program. more 
than 13,300 people signed up for the 2008 edition, compared to 9,000 in 2007.27 
in 2008, for the first time in the history of the 5/30 health challenge, families were 
also able to register. more than 14,000 families were in the running to become 
the desjardins 5/30 Family.

eNSURING SAFeTY IN ANY SITUATION

desjardins Group offers many support programs for employees who have fallen 
victim to a traumatic event, whether or not it is related to the nature of their 
work in a financial institution. 

compensation mechanisms are available for people needing time off work 
following a traumatic event. employees also have access to a support program 
for victims of violent acts such as a robbery or attempted robbery, death threats 
and hostage-taking within the context of their job.

HR intervention plan

in 2007, desjardins Group put in place an intervention plan for its staff in case 
of an avian flu outbreak related to the a (h5n1) virus. the plan, which provides 
for various types of intervention, suggests a number of medical and workplace 
security measures, attendance management and incentives, and management 
and employee communication tools. the strategies and actions defined in the 
plan take into account the safety and security of personnel, the continuation 
of essential activities and the re-establishment of regular operations in desjardins 
Group caisses and components.

the deployment of intervention activities is subject to re-evaluation depending 
on the emergency situation encountered.

emPLOYee  
HeALTH AND 
weLL-beING
in 2008, desjardins Group 
maintained its status as a 
canadian leader in workplace 
health and safety.

OUR CHALLeNGe wITH ReSPeCT TO emPLOYee HeALTH AND weLL-beING

to reinforce the action plan covering the prevention of psychological health problems, musculoskeletal disorders and chronic illness.

OUR ACHIeVemeNTS

Promotion of health 2008  2007  2006

percentage of payroll invested in illness prevention and health promotion programs  0.6 %  0.6 %  0.6 %
number of desjardins participants in the 5/30 health challenge27  13,341   9,008   10,366
number of employees who took advantage of the flu shot campaign  11,457   11,038   11,923

27  the figure published in the 2008 desjardins Group annual Report (19,000 registrations) was inaccurate as a result of it problems experienced by the organizer, acti-menu.

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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an event at carrefour desjardins during cooperation week. since it opened in 2007, carrefour 
desjardins has targeted mainly newcomers to the area, as well as people who work, study or 
live in downtown montréal. the carrefour offers financial information, advisory services and 
customized support in 10 languages. photo: pierre langevin

PROmOTING  
DIVeRSITY 
diversity has been identified as a major issue at desjardins Group, firstly, in response 
to the current and future needs of its members and clients, and secondly, so they 
can identify with a financial institution that is representative of their community. 
openness to diversity is directly related to desjardins Group’s other cooperative 
values: solidarity, democracy and equality.

in 2006, desjardins adopted an inclusive management style that fosters respect 
and recognition of differences. this approach guides the organization as a whole 
in diversity-related matters and identifies target groups for desjardins in its efforts 
to positively shape its future. these groups include young people, women in 
senior management positions, cultural and aboriginal communities, as well as 
english-speaking communities.

the desjardins diversity committee is composed of desjardins senior executives 
plus an external specialist. its mandate is to raise awareness among officers and 
employees about diversity issues, recommend business strategies and ensure 
consistency in desjardins Group’s communications and its image with respect 
to this issue.

over the last three years, desjardins has taken action to raise awareness 
about diversity issues and provide training and coaching to management staff, 
employees and officers. For example, the operation discovery project is aimed 
at perfecting and implementing a skills development approach to diversity 
management. Furthermore, many desjardins caisses offer services in languages 
other than english and French ; some even have staff that can speak up to 10 
languages, as is the case at carrefour desjardins.

in  

2009, 
desJaRdins was named  

business oF the yeaR FoR its 

PROmOTION  
OF DIVeRSITY 
by the aFRican business  

netwoRk (RepaF)

http://wwwc1.desjardins.com/en/evaluer/index.jsp?cle=20091013-rapport&url=/en/particuliers/demandes/emprunter.jsp&titre=Rapport%20de%20responsabilit%E9
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THe ReAL PICTURe

in an attempt to become more representative of the communities and people 
it serves, desjardins Group is taking stock of its workforce to get a true and 
comprehensive picture of its inherent diversity. to do so, in 2006 it voluntarily 
signed up to participate in an equal access employment program offered by 
the québec government.

desjardins Group’s commitment to this program aims to:

n develop a more representative workforce

n attract and retain employees whose strengths and skills favour innovation

n put the cooperative values of integrity, respect and equality into practice

this approach, supported by the Commission des droits de la personne et des 
droits de la jeunesse, assures non-discriminatory use of the information gathered.

Following the survey conducted across all desjardins components, the rate 
of cultural community representation among desjardins Group employees 
was 4.97%. here is a breakdown of the groups targeted in the equal access 
employment program :28

ethnic MinoRitieS 

viSible MinoRitieS

aboRiGinal peopleS

diSabled peRSonS

SuRvey ReSponSe Rate

1.96%

2.32%

0.66%

0.62%

1.62%

5.44%

0.34%

0.87%

1.22%

1.22%

0.20%

0.43%

2.52%

2.94%

0.42%

0.42%

0.93%

0.00%

0.00%

0.93%

0.00%

1.27%

0.00%

1.27%

0.43%

2.59%

0.27%

n/a

n/a

2.69%

0.00%

0.00%

85% 81% 76% 69% 86% 66% n/a n/a

CAISSe  
CeNTRALe 

DeSJARDINS29

DeSJARDINS 
FINANCIAL 
SeCURITY29

DÉVeLOPPemeNT 
INTeRNATIONAL 

DeSJARDINS

DeSJARDINS 
VeNTURe 
CAPITAL

DeSJARDINS 
ASSeT 

mANAGemeNT

DeSJARDINS 
GeNeRAL 

INSURANCe 
GROUP

DeSJARDINS 
GROUP SUPPORT 

AND GOVeRNANCe 
bODY

CAISSe 
NeTwORk 
IN qUÉbeC

TARGeT GROUPS

28 as at december 31, 2008.
29  desjardins Financial security and caisse centrale 

desjardins participate in federal government and 
québec government contract compliance programs 
and, as a result, do not conduct internal surveys.

eNSURING COmmUNITY RePReSeNTATION

the presence of members who are representative of their community on caisse 
boards of directors allows for better understanding of those communities, which in 
turn allows for better service. initiatives have been undertaken to foster improved 
representation levels, notably by:

n developing an officer training program on diversity based on the roles 
and responsibilities of members of the board of directors and the board 
of supervision

n updating the orientation program for new officers

n continuing with the young intern officer program and adapting it for 
cultural communities

moreover, a new program is being developed that will allow members of cultural 
communities to acquire first-hand experience of the roles of members of their 
caisse board of directors or board of supervision as non-voting guest officers. 
in addition to being a unique and original tool for getting members of cultural 
communities interested in caisse democracy, this program will help caisses prepare 
for officer succession and improve representation levels.

FACILITATING FINANCIAL INTeGRATION FOR NewCOmeRS

desjardins has developed a project specifically for newcomers and cultural 
communities to help them further their understanding of financial regulations 
and the services offered by desjardins. a few of the achievements of this 
project include:

n a welcome kit for newcomers, available in French, english and spanish, 
that presents and demystifies the canadian financial system

n conferences on financial services in canada, presented at welcome 
organizations and as part of francization courses

n Guides for employees to promote openness to diversity 

n Revised account-opening and credit-granting procedures
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“ cooperation benefits us all— 
that’s what makes it so appealing.”

 – alphonSe deSjaRdinS

www.desjardins.com



